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The aim of the study was to examine the relationship between phonological aWarene% 
sklib and literacy levels ln Jisadvantaged tlurd grade Xhosa lang~ge speakers who arc 
)earning 10 rC<ld <lnd Wflle In English 
Mo~t of the learner, In thi, study were unable 10 read and write much beyond the Urade 
I level. Their scores on the audItory blending test were satIsfactory, 1mt pcrionnance on 
Olher phonological awareness meaSlires was poor The results oftlus study indicate thai 
phome, atlJ phonologICal awaretles, arc closely interrelated 
Many of the literacy problems experienced by these leJrners appear to be a direct result 
of limited experience with the sound system of L.:ngllsh and an incomplete knowledge of 
S(lunJ-~ymhol rclalion~hips Dilference~ III lhe p/1onemie reperlmre between lsiXhosa 
and Engli~h contribute towards difficultIes III vowel pronunciatIon and di<;eriminallon, 
atld with onseHnne awareness. The learners presented with poor auditory atlalysls of 
sounds In spoken words <lnd wllh dil1ieuliies Jdennlning where word bollndanes lall. 
They appear to use analogies mvolving both imtial and final consonatlt clusters itl their 
reading, bllt were not always able to transfer this knowledge to their \vritten work The 
karners' limited vocabulary in English, their lack of knowledge of sight word~ and poor 
performance on words wIth complex onhographic en~odlng resllited In a need tor them 
10 focus on 'decoding' printed information while paying little attentIon to the meanmg 
of what wa.~ heing read 
The resliits of the study indicate that the emergent literacy approach IS anlnappropnate 
modd or literacy de~clopment tor this group of isiXhosa learners Photlics 
prog,rammes, based on an a\\areness of the phonemic stmcture of English word~ and the 
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During October and November 2004, the Western Cape Education Department (WCED) 
Wldertook a major study of Grade 3 learners to determine if tbere had been an 
Improvement in literacy and numeracy performances ,ince the la,t ~tud~ in 2002 More 
than 34 000 Grade 3 pupil~ in 1 093 ,ehools were assessed, A medIa press report released 
by the WCED on May 24 2005, stated that 39,5% of learners passed ilie literacy test at the 
Grade 3 level compared to 35.3% in 2002 (Witbooi, 2005) According to Witbooi, these 
results still fall far short of what is required from learners at this level and iliat there is "a 
need fur greater coorcimation, monitoring and ongoing evaluation", 
The children in the pre~ent study are a group of nineteen Grade 3 Xho~a language speakers 
who were part of the WeED study mentioned above They live in the Western Cape in an 
mfomtal settlement consistmg mamiy of shack dwellings. The language of teaching and 
learning in the school they attend (s Enghsh, which is mtroduced at the pre-school level 
Thl' approach to education mcans that right from the start the children learn everything 
through the medium of the English lanb'llage, including how to read and write Thi~ 
'stralght-for-English' model (Heugh, 2005a; Heugh. Siegruhn, & Pluddcmann, 1995, p_ 
viii; Macdonald, 200 I, P 68) is one in whiCh speakers of languages other than Enghsh, 
begm and continue their schooling in English, which is usually a second or third language 
According to class teachers at thi~ particular school, children have had little or no 
experience of English before starting school and very few of them come from homes where 
books and reading are a part of life. At t~ time of this study, none of the teachers at the 













The decision 10 choose English as the medium of instruction in the target >chool was made 
by thc school principal and parent~ of children attending the school. ThIs dccision was 
made despite the fact that although the class teachers speak fluent Afril.aans and English. 
they are unable to communicate with thc k'ftrners in their home language, i<;iXhosa. 
Xhosa is Introduced as a subject In Grade 4, at thc timc of the study, the three Gradc 4 
classes at the school were unable to begin these lessons, as the school had been unable to 
fInd a kacher, The only teacher in the school who could spt:ak IsiXhosa ""'liS the "support' 
teacher who came to the school a few hours a wed: to give small groups of cluldren extra 
lessons m Mathematics and English. The strategy of ·cOOe s\\~lch1ng', swilchmg bet\\'een 
students' home language and the medium of Instruction (Alidou and Brxl.-Utne, 20(5), 
was thererore l.tnavailable to the classroom teachen; as a means to help the children 
l!IIderstand what was being said in English and to enCOllTage participation m classroom 
activitics, The situation at this particular school SUggl';<;lS that literacy teaching and leanllng 
is hampered by serious COmmunications problems faced datly by teachers and learners 
The scope of this disscrtation excltncs a diSCllSsion of the qual ity of teaching and method 
of literacy instruction. Although these are important m[Jablc~ in literacy acqllisition, they 
are excluded III order to focus on how children in the target grOllp read and ~pel1. The 
researcher, a qualiJled remlxlial teacher, has a sound foundation in the techniques of using 
and interpreting the diagnostic and informal tests used in the research, Prror~ in oral 
readmg_ '\Titten language and comprehenslOll shU, of learners are categori~d in order to 
identify problematic areas and to determine to what extent, if any, error:; in readmg and 
v.rritlen language, made by Xhosa language speakers_ CUll oc !inJ.:ed to the: phonological 
awareness of sound:; in the Pngli~h langwge. The concept of phonological awareness has 
been included occause of the "near incontroverlible evidence" that links it to reading and 
spelling achievement (Stahl & Mckenna. 2l)(J), p. 1), and becau~e children learning 
English as a second (or th1Td) langwge have typically been excluded from studies 












2. Language proficiency and literacy dcvdopmcnt 
A~~ordillg to the COIl,titutIOIl or the Republic of South Africa, Act ) 06 of ! 996. cvcryollc 
has the right to reccive a basic education ill thc ofih:ial limguagc of his or hcr "hokc in 
Public educational mstitutions. where that education is reaSDnably pmdic<lhlc. Tn nlOst 
South AFrican schools, howevcr, the Jllediulll of instructioll is Engltsh and indigenous 
languag~s are laught as subjeds (Uuthelc:li, 2002, Kamper, 'v1ahloho, & Lemmer, 2003). 
Research indi"ates that English language proliciency is SCCn as essential lilr general 
academic aehievenlent, career prospect~ and ~uccessful functioning in a multilingual 
~ociety (Uuthc\ezi, 2002; Kamper ct al.; 2003; Mda, 20(4). Parents arc reluctant to move 
away from English as the language 01' learning and teaching as it is viewed as the 
'language of opportunity'. 'v1urray (2002, p. 4JS) notes that mallY parents in South Africa 
l>elieve that the home language i~ learnt quite adequately at home and that it is the "job of 
the s~hool to teach English". 
According to Appel and Muysken (1987), when second-language learning is Pilrt of a 
pl\l~C5S or language shill away from the first or 'home' language, 'suhtraclive 
bilingualism' result\; and the fiTht language is in. danger of bemg replaced by a national 
language. As a result of poor pcrfOl1nances aJIlong leamer~, and a COnCern that the 
domination of English pose~ a po~sible threat to indigenous languages, there has been a 
change in allituue towards a wider appredation and utilization of Aliican languages 
(Buthelezi, 2002, De Kleri<., 1995; Mda, 2004; Murray, 2002). According to de Kjeri; 
(J 995, p. 56), overwhelming eviden"e fronl all Oyer the world indi~ates that children need 
to devc\op advanced skills in their own language "before they ~an function academically in 
a second language, where thi~ is a language 01 power, e.g. English". Dc Klcrk argues that 
replacing the jjrstlanguage with English has never worked anywhere in helping children to 
achieve. Citing the Threshold Project re""arch conducted by Carol Macdonald (1985 to 
1990), as well as David Langhall's report on mediurn-ol~lTI"truction polici~s in Alncan 
eountties, de K ler!: conLiudes that there is "not a single known case of sULcessful straight-











Heugh (2005a, p. 6) holds similar \o1t"''-S on literacy development She argues that 
"children cannot learn through a second languaj,,'e before they have develop<Xi sufficient 
proficiency or competence in this language to makc this possible". Language is the most 
important factor in the process of learning (Alidou & Brock-Ulne, 2005; Brock-Utne & 
Holmarsdollir, 2004; HeuglL 2oo5a). According to these authors, we cannot expect 
chiklren to acquire knowledge and skills when they arc taught in a language they cannot 
lmderstand. Their research indicates that a child wil! nonna!ly need 6-8 years ofkaming a 
language as a subject before it can be used as a medium of instruction. One cannot expect 
chiklren to begin learning a new language and also to use this language as a medIUm of 
instruction at the >ame time; they will neither learn the new language well enough nor the 
other subjects taught through this language (Hcugh, 2005b) Buthelczi (2002, p. 4) cites 
Lauglo, 2001, in stating that to teach basic literacy in a language other than the mother 
tongue is a "recipe for pedagogic Jisaster". While not disputing the importance of the 
English language, Macdonald (2001, p. 70) argues that the most important reason why 
schooling is not effective for the majority of children in South Africa '"is that most children 
have to learn through a languagf olhfr than thfir own" (her emphasis). 
Smith and Flley (1994) otTer an explanation as to why language is critical to literacy 
development Citing Clay (]991) and Weirs (1986) longitudinal study of children's 
lingUistic development, these authors explain that children who have not been active in 
exploring language will hav  difficulty in learning to read, and that "slow oral growth in 
the preschool years means slow reading growth at school" (Smith & Elley, 1994, p. 21). 
Two behaviours thaI enable teachers to juJge \vhether a ehilJ has reached the "appropnate 
zone of proximal development for reading instruction" arc the ability 10 carry on a 
suslamed conversation and to retell a short story. Smith and Flley stress that until a child 
has an extensive oral vocabulary and can comprehend and generate continuous language, 
he or she IS lmJikcly 10 make much prob'Tess m learning 10 read. 
Murray (2002, p. 443) notes that "the issue of how children learn 10 r~ad and wnte sho\lld 
be at the top of our research agenda, but recently it seems to have been eclipsed by 












important task of schools to teach children to read and write". Aeconilng to Murray (p. 
443), researchers should be taking into consideration the rdationship between spoken and 
writtcn varieties of languages in multihngual commumli~ and the implication of this ti" 
"enlit.,,-ating chi Idren ". 
3. Defining phonological awareness 
Phonologi~al awareness refers to the conscious aw-areness that spoken language is 
composed of smaller sound part~. such a~ words, ~yllabl~ and 'phonemes', the smallest 
unit~ of ~ound (Somsenbaugh, 1(96) Acwrding to Adams, Foorrnan, Lundherg, and 
Beeler ( I \)98), 'phonemes' refer to the small units of speL--ch corresponding to i cHITS 0 f the 
alphah~L Fromkin, Rodman & Hyams (2003, p. 273) state that phonology is "the study of 
the ways in which speech sounds foml systems and patterns", and that th e t"rruphon% gY' 
is used in two ways: as th" m"ntai representation of linguistic knowledge, and as a 
description of thi~ know ledge 
According to Sensenbaugh (\9%, p_ I), th~ term 'phonological awareness' can be 
con~idered a hroader tum than 'phonemic awareness', and refers to an awareness that 
words consist of syllables, 'onsets and rimes ' , and phoneme~_ Nadl.,,--Nir (\ 9\)7, p. 1) cites 
scveral sources in noting thai the terms phonological awareness and phonemic awareneSS 
have been applied interchangeably and that they refer to an "important metalinguisti~ skill 
that is hi ghly predictive of achievement in the early stages ofliteracy acquisition". 
Griffith and Olson (1992, p. 518) stress that ''phonemic awarene:;s is nOI synonymous with 
phonics __ It is not learning spelling-to-sound corrcspondences ... lt is an understanding of 
th~ structure of spoken IWlguage" (their ernphase~). Adams (1990), an oft-cited wurce in 
the field of phonological awareness, uses the tCTTtl 'plwncmie awareness' almost 
exclusively. She identifies at least five difTerent I~vels of p/Jonerni~ awarene%, which 











• Thc mosi primitivc leyci that IIlCaSlirOO hy knowledge of nurser~ rh>mes _ 
involves nothing more than an Car for the ",umb of words_ Adams (I9'lO, p_ 79) 
cites earlier research that argues that early knowledge of nursery thymes varicd 
with the children's own 1Q'l and thcir parents' education a'ld social class, 
However, when each ofthcse influences were accounted I(Jr, the r""ear~hers t'Ju'ld 
ihat early knowledge of nursery rhymes was strongly relatcd to the development 
of mOre ahstract phDnological skills and of emergent reading abihtics_ 
• At the ne.xt lcycL the "oddity tasks" (Adams 1<;<;0, p, 76) nXluire the child to 
~oIllpare and contrast the sounds of words t"r rhyme or alliteration; thi s r"'luires 
'lot j list sellsi tiyity to similarities aud di fferences in the oyerall sounds of words, 
hlit the abilIty to focus attention o'l the componcnb ofthc;r sounds that make them 
similar Or diffcrent. The ~hild is pr",ented with a set ofthroc or four spoken words 
a~ asked which of tlle words is different Or docs not belong. Sometimes this 
de<:ls;on IS hascd on the first sOlITld, of the words (e, g" pi", hilL pin or give,}2fli. 
girl. go). Sometimes children arc asked to usc the middle sound (e.g., pin, gun, 
hun or brl, nut, get, lel)_ 
• At the third lewl, the "hlending and ~~llabk-splitting" t,~,ks (Adams 1990, p. 
75) s",,'TTl to require that the child have a comfortable familiarity with the notion 
that words can be subdivided into small, meaningless sounds correspcmding to 
phoneme;. and al",' with the way phonemes sound when produced in isCtlation_ In 
blending t"sks, thc tcster prCtvides the segments Ctfthe word (e,g., "m/. _.fa! . ./pr) 
and the student is asked to pIll them together ("map"), 
• The "phoneme segmentation" ta.~ks (Adams 199(l, p. 67) require not only that the 
child have a thorough undLTStanding that words can by analysed into a series of 
phCtnClllcs but that she or he he ahle to analyse them. The child must not only 
know that a syllable can be segmented into phonemes hut, to do so, mnst also have 
a sufficient sense of what (and how big) phCtnetlles arc. Mastery of letter -to-sound 
corresprmdence is tested by a 'tapping t"sk', The test consists of a s~Ties of words 
or syllabIC'<, each composed of one lCt three phCtnCllles_ The child is given a 











• The "phoneme manipulation" tasks (Adams J'I9O, p_ 71) require still funlll-'r that 
the child have sufli~ienl proli~lency with the phonemic Slructure of words that she 
or he be able to add, dclde, Or move any designated phoneme and regenerate a 
word (or a nDnwnrd) Ii-om the result. For example, children might be ashd to say 
hill without the !hI, monhy wlthout the I)';J, nest without the lsi, Or pink wilhout 
the Ik/. They may be asked to reorder the phonemes of a syUabJc or to add SOme 
e:>::tra phonemes to it. 
According to Adams (19')0, p_ 81), the advantage or the most difficult or lhe~e tasks, 
phoneme manipulation and phoneme segmentation, is that they "yield remarkably strong 
~edictions of and correlations with bcgirming reading acquisition"- The disadvantage of 
these tasks lS that they are usually unattainable by childrCll who havc received no forulal 
reading instruction; the skills they asscss could therefore be "causes or merely effects of 
beginning r~ading"-
4. Phonological awareness and literac), development 
By the mid 1980s th~re were s~vcral studics showing an association betwe""l phonological 
awaren~ss and reading development (Bcminger. Thalberg. DeBruyn, & Smith, 1987; 
Bradley, 1990; Stuart, 20(5). Kjeldscn, Niellli and Olofsson (2003, p. 350) note that thc 
discovery of the connection betw~~n phonological awar~ness and reading acquisition has 
he~n charact~rised as "one of the grcat successes of modern psychology". According to 
these authors, the benefits of syst~matie phonological training upon reading and spelhng 
skills arc consistent across various Western Europt'an and North American languages. 
Ericson and Iuliebo (1 998) cit~ furth~r res~arch<-'fS who hav~ d~monstraled that 
phonological awareness lllay be a reliable predictor of reading success. As Bialystok 
(2001, p. 165) not~s, the attainment of phonological awarcncss is "thc one predictor that 











Although many sludies eSlahllsh " ~au",,1 link hetween phonological awarCn,,;;S and 
liler"~y d~vcl'.>pmcnt, il is less clear nactly how phonologJc,,1 "wareneo;s enables a child to 
re"d (Stahl & \1cKcnna, 20(0), or cvcn the nature ofllw la:lk;; u;;ed 10 tIWaSure it (Sluan, 
2005; Scns.-:nballgh, 1'196). Bradley and Brynnt (in3, p. 419) arguc that "childrcn who 
arC backward in rending are strikingly in~en~itive to rhyme and allitermilJn". Brynnt and 
Bradley (1985,50) report th"t in comparison to oth~r ~hildren, h"ckw"rd re"ders scored 
"hetwe~n thr~~ and six limcs worsc" in tcsts involving rhynw d~t~clion and pn.>dudion_ 
Aro, Aro, Ahonen, R"sruJen, Hi~tala, ruJd Lyytinen (1\199, p. 470) agree with these 
finding;;, noting thai "awmencss of large units wch as rh}1nes would be an imponant 
prcdictor of r~ading skills in l::nghsh" _ Y opp (1938) grouped phOl\Ologi~al awaren~ss t,,;;k;; 
into two mnjor categori~~ and identititXl rol~s Illr ~ach in the devc1opmiOIll of children's 
Iiterocy. According to Bialystok (2001. p. 166), the ability to segment and manipulat~ the 
sounds of sp"~~h, a:; well as ;;kill with rhyme, predict children's initial progress in learning 
to r~ad_ 
Bryant and Bradley (l9R5, p. 47) r~port that childr~n a" young as lwo"and-a-hal1~ycars old 
arc capnble of produ~ing rhyming word;;, such as "eggs are deggs", "enough-dufi" and 
"mor~-borc". Thcs~ authol~ conclude that chjldr~n dahble in rhymes, ""joy th~m and 1~:1rn 
:1bout the phonological structure of th~ir language from th~m, Bradl~y (1990, p. R6) notes 
that "littie childr~n mah up their own words to achieve rhyme in word play", and that by 
doing so lh~y practise thc ,kill of analysing words into 'onset' ruJd 'rime' units. C;oswami 
(19Y3) defines ,m",l;; a d rime;; as unils in spokcn syllables that usually include more than 
onc phon~me a.nd that correspond to th~ grapheme;; "'pres~nl(;(1 by th~ initial wn;;onant(s) 
(ons~t) and the vowds and final consonant(~) (rime) in written word~. Goswumi (1993, p_ 
444) rcpon~ that "while nm~s ar~ mandatory in syllables, onsets ar~ optional: in th~ word 
sleel, th~ on~d corresponds to the graphem~ dustcr sl-, and lh~ rim~ Ie.> the graph~m~s 
clust~r -eel; in th~ word ed, a single rime, there i~ 1\(1 onset." GOSWaJllI (1991 , p_ 19(3) 
wgge~ts that onset-rime kIl()wl~dge cnables childr~n to read and spell new words and that 












Stuart (2005, p, 46) provid~s a eoneis~ updat~ 0f1 r~s~areh into phonological awarene,s ~nd 
relations between phonological awareness and reading. She acknowledges that therc is 
consensus among researchers that the development of phonological skills "proceeds from 
awaren~ss of large l.Iflits (syllables, onsets and rimcs) to awarene~s or smallcr units 
(phonemcs)", bl.lt ~uggests that further re~earch i~ needed to elarify other important issues 
One of these issut:S is wheth~r or !lOt pnor training in rhyme awareness racilitatcs phoncme 
awarene~s, "which remams an unexplor~d 1SSue". She cOf1c1l.1des her ~ummary by noting 
that '-to dispnit us all", a recent paper has suggested that even after thIrty years ofr~,earch, 
th~ hypothesis that phoneme awarene~s actually does url1ut:nc~ th~ developm~nt ofr~ading 
has not oocn adequately tested, and that it may b~ argued that phonics, not phonological 
awareness is what matters most (Stuart, 2005, p. 47). 
Sl.Ipport lor the importance of phonological awarenes~ comes from a study by Adams d al., 
(1998), whlCh provlde~ a I.Iscfui cxplanation of th~ possibk eal.lsal link ootween literacy 
d~velopmcnt and phonological awareness. Th~se uthors note that the realization that 
~Olillds are paned with Idlers, and that spoken lanb'llage is mad~ up of s~ql.lene~s of these 
sounds, does not come naturally or easily to humau bemgs. According to thesc authors, 
babie~ become attuned to th~ phoncmes orthdr native !an~?;e in th~ first f~w months or 
life; sensitiVIty to sounds and the difference between them support~ speech production and 
reception and IS an unconscious activity deeply embedded m the lanb'llagc system. 
Conscious awar~ness of phonemes is distinct from this aetivlty, however, and many 
children, espo;:eial!y those from literacy-poor back~,'rounds, will not achieve phonemic 
awarcne~s without direct instructional support. 
Adams (1990, p. 66) sl.lggest, that "deep and automatic encoding or phon~mes is the 
prodl.lct of the fact that we know them 00 weI!, that we have overlearned th~m ~ven at a 
very tender age" According to Adams, "W~ have so thoroughly automated, so thoroughly 
mechanised and sublimated, our processing of phonemt:S that we have allention and 
capacity I'or the higher-level meanings and nuances or ~poken language". Adams argues 












need to learn to read III an alphabetic ,;cript: "And there is the rub. To learn an alphabehc 
script, we must learn to attend to that which we have not learned to attend to". 
The sigmficance of learning to read and write in 'alphabetic >cript' appear~ to boo an 
important key in understanding the relationship between phonological awareness and 
literacy development. An alphabetic ""Titing system is one in which there is a relation~hlp 
between the letters in printed words and the sounds in spoken words (Treiman, Sotak, & 
Bo\\man, 2001) Accordmg to these authors, once ~omeollC ha~ understood the 'alphabetic 
principle', they can produce '-rea>onable, ifnot always fully correct, spelling" and are able 
10 read and decipher a large number of printed \l'Ord~ (Trelman et a!., p. 860) Stamthorp 
and Hughe~ (1999, p. 158) note that there is general agreement that in order to read and 
write in an alphabetic system, children need to have a b'OOO knowledge of the letter~ of the 
alphabel; this meatl.'l being able to discriminate letters visually, name them and know the 
phonemes they most commonly represent, and that >peHing reqUires that words be 
segmented into a sequen~o: 01" phonemes that must be con\'erted into a sequence 01" 
graphemes. 
Developing readers and spellers must Jearn to separate the unit> of speech that are 
represented by the letter> or the alphabet. DilTerences between the sounds of two 
phonemes are ollen very subtle: fbi andlp" for example, are very similar in sound, yet can 
ha"e obvious differences in meaning, as in tIK: words peg and beg. French, Ellsworth & 
Amoruso (1995, p. 32), argue that "insctl.'litivity to phoneme sound~" underlies many of the 
difficulties encountered by poor ~peHers as well as readers 
Trelman et a1. (2001, p. 860) claim that the acquisition of an alphabet system '-unlolds in a 
seqLJenco: of stages" and that each stage is "characterised by a particular strateb'Y", Earlier 
strategies are replaced by more advanced ones as a child progresses. In her discussion of 
>Iab'l! models, Nadler-Nir (1997) stresse> that children need ~pecific skill~ at each stage of 
11lerocy development or then progre~s to the next stage will be hampered. 
The first stages of literacy development are ollen called the preatphabelic or logographic 











et aI. , 2001, Nadkr-Nlr 1'f<l7}, During this stage. childr~n are unabk to take advantage of 
lhe ~y'>tcmall~ rdalionsh'p between sounds and lctli:r<>. They rdy instead I'll ~alknl "sual 
attributes ofword~. such as tllO: 'tail ' on thep; of the word dog One of the children in a 
sluJy cited by Treiman ct aL (2001, p. g6()) mi~r~aJ the word ,\muffer a~ '·ydlown because 
of the presence of the ··t\\0'0 '>licb'". A~cordmg to these authors, children may rely on th,s 
readmg strate!,'y for some time, espeCIally 'fthey arc 001 ~xplicjt1y laughl how to associate 
letters and sound~, 
During th~ IJ<lrli<l1 alphahetic .l'faye, children i:J<,gin to form l'-(lnn~ctions i:J<,t'~een the 
S0UndS in spokcn words and the letters III prlllted words (Treiman et al, 20(1)' The prlnt-
lo-<;()und conocdion IS lllcomplete at this stage Treiman et aI., (2001, p 860) glvc thc 
example of a child who mal link Ih~ d of dish to lh~ /di in th~ word's prommciation, but 
ma~' be unable 10 relate th~ remainmg ktkr,> to phonemes. With expcne[1(;c. the ·print-tn-
sound' conn~ctl0ns become more complete and the child enters what Ehn (1'f<l8) ca\ls th~ 
filli alphahefi~' phase At this stage all, or almo'>t all oflh~ lett~rs ill th~ wnlkll f0ml ofa 
word arc Illlked to the phoneIll<'s in its pnmun~lalion. Nadlcr-Nlr (]997_ p. 12) stresses 
thai childr~n with pomly developed phonological awarene,>~ ,kills '~lll have difficulty 
~~gmenling initial sounds in '~ords and r~m~mb.;,ring letter-soood relationships, According 
10 her, ·'they Will hav~ to rely on a logographk reading strategy ie, a rot~ as'><'K:latlon 
bch\'e~n the way a word looks and the way It ~ounds" 
Fromkin, et aI., (2003, p. 274) note that a speakd~ phonological knowledge mcludes 
infiJrmation about what souoo combinations arc IXlSslbk III a language. They cxplam that 
native Engli~h speakers know that th~ final s01md of the word ring call1lOt occur althc 
beginning of a word bt;,cau~ the phonology of English Jot,,> IlIlt allow the sound III that 
position. Similarly, tlJes~ speak~n know that certam sound combinallons, such as bn, are 
not possible al tho: bcgilllling ofa word, and thai rifp is an Impossible word, Word<; that do 
not conform to the '>ound pattern of Engli~h an: gcl1Crall~' difficult to p[(lIlOUnc~, but 
speak~r'> of languages m wh,ch lh~,>~ same words do conform lO the wWld pattern have no 
difficulty proollCing them l'romkm d aI., (2003) note that the~e activitie~ lJ!;ually takes 











the grammar of a language. Thc~e authors ,liso strcss that from the pcr~pedive of language 
a~'lLL1~itioIl, children who are 'native English ,;pC<lkers ' LLnconseiou.,ly kIlOW the~e 
pho~olo!?i~'U1 rulc~ and that these niles are not niles "that someone tca~hes you ill ",hool or 
that you must obey !J.ccau,"" ,;omeone in~l,;ts OIl it" (Fmmkin et al_, 2003, p. 278)_ 
In South Ali-ic<l, there is a need for mformalioll regardmg t!J.c relatio,,~hip that exists 
betwcen phonological aW<lre~e.l ~ a~d .lpe1ling and reading abilities in ehil,lren who are not 
'n<l tive English speakers' _ rreviou~ re.lCMCh in South Africa on this topic includes .llUliies 
hy Nadlcr-~ir (1997) ami Pijper (2003)_ Both research= arc ~pccch-1anguagc lherapi.lts_ 
Findings in the \ladler -\lir (1997) and Pij per (20W) studics support intel1lational finding,; 
regan1i~g the rdalionship between phonological <lwareness and perfonn,lnce on reading 
and spelling meaSure.l. According to Nadler-~ir (1997, p_ 9.~), ··pho~ologlCal aware~eS.1 i.1 
a real, lrainable constnlct which is intimately linked to the process ofbccnming literate". 
Roth studies <ldVOC<lte pnwiding children with phonological aWarCneSS training within the 
first sL~ months of Crade One_ Pijper (2003, p. 87) stresses that speech-language therapists 
h<lve "an increasingly important role to play i~ the edumllOnal context of the New South 
Afika"_ She aho advocates greater coliabor<lli'lTl ''with educators and other .Ipecmlisls to 
help the 1eamCf with ~pelli~g and reading problems" (Pijper, 2003, p. 87). Nadler-~ir 
(1997, p. 99) ~otes that resow-ee  at less advantaged schools arc limitcd, and that not all 
children who Ileed iIltcrventio~ will receive help; ~he adv'Kll(es "group phonological 
awareness tr<lining" which has the potential for saving the education system time and 
money 
The suhjects in ~adlcr-Nir's (1997) ~tudy Were di.ladvantagoo ~hildren ti-om Mit~hc1l's 
Pl<lin who spoke Engli.lh as their main language: Pijpcr's (2003) study, conducted in th~ 
Prctoria <lrC<l , included subjects who were required to have a language other than English 
<is their horne Imlguage. TIlCse 'other language,;' included o~e or 1;\\'0 subjects in each 
language group who ,;poke French, Chinese, Arahie, Afrikaans, Setswana, Tswana, Sotho 











5. Phunulugiclllllwllrcncss lind the cmcrJ!cnt litcmq' model 
Teale and Sulzby (1986, p. VI) use the term 'emer1'.cnr litcracy' to depict and unify research 
results following a planning conference that had been conceptualised and funded by the 
National Institute of Education (USA) m June 1977. This pcrspceti'lie represents whalthey 
consider a 'paradigm shiff in that '"we arc now 'seeing' reading in toddlers' exploration 
with picture books and 'sedng' \\Titing in their scribbles" (Teal & Sulzby, 19R6, p. vii, 
viii). Knowledge and understanding of emergent literacy is seen a~ the first step in 
achieving the much-need shift from "school-read mess" thinking to a view of children and 
literacy development that is based on sound. credible theories (Bloch, 1997; Prinsloo & 
Bloch, 1999; Hannon, 1995; Teale & Su17by, Inn). 
Teale & Sulzby (1986, p. xviii) explain that the tenn emerJ',enl /ill!Yacy was earerully 
chosen to emphasise that literacy development begins early in lite and involves ongoing 
psycholinb'llistic processes, and also to emphasize the dynamic relationship between 
reading and "'Titing ,kill,. The chIld develops as a 'writer/reader' and it is a misconception 
that one precedes lhe other The process of learning to read is not depenok'Ot 00 speCial 
lnslruc(ion, and reading is considered to be a natural con,equeoee of (he child's use of 
language. ThiS approach bU1lds on the work of Goodman (1986) and embl1\Ces many of the 
concepts embedded in the whole-language approach to literacy developmenl. The laller 
approach suggests that children learn to read jusl as they learn (0 talk, through "constant 
lnteraclion with family, lriends and teachers" (Fromkin et aI., 2003, p. 561). 
Emergent literacy requires that there is a social con (ext lhat supports literacy development; 
~hi1dren learn written language through active engagement With their world, particularly 
through play and language interac(lon with adults. According to Bialystok: (200\)_ studies 
have left no doubl thaI family support and early exposure to literacy have profound 
lnnuence on the child's development of literacy skills. Clay (1972, p. 17) notes that lhe 
"mosl valuable preschool preparation for school learning is to love books" and that readmg 
to preschoolers and the availability of pen~lls and paper in the home, (caches children the 











In a mlllli-cllituml society such a~ South Afril<1, wc have to be ~ensitive to the (liffcrent 
types of iitL'facy expcriclwes that ~hildrl:n bring with thelll when they Jirst ~nkr school. 
Nadli:r-~ir (1997) stresses th~t the development of ~mergent literacy nccelsitates an 
environment that contains books and literate parents_ Citing wider research, l'';adlcr-~ir 
(l997, p. 9) notes that because phono]oglcal awareness skills are so closdy linked to 
likracy devclopment, children fi-om lower socio-ewnomlc group, in South Afiica have 
pooccr phonological awar~n~ss than childrcn Ii-orn TlIore advantaged cOll1munilie~_ Studies 
conducted in the Cape Town area SllPpOT\ lhe view that learning a language lS re1at~d to 
0pp;:1rtunities of speaking lhat language in the homl: and play I:!lVirotUllenlS, the levels of 
proficiency of both parents, and reading of books in the target language (Allen, 2003a; 
2003h)_ 
Allh,)llgh liternllin:-rich activities and a supportivc cnvironment arc prerequi~iles I,)r 
"'TlIergl:nt literacy, they do not guarantec the development or phonological awarcness. Gee 
(i 998, p. 8) adillowkdges that WhL'll children "rail to make good progress in learning to 
read and wl;te", they "need help, the quicker, th~ hetter"_ The help he suggests is Clay's 
1993 Reading Recovery Progranmle, which incorpomles aspect~ of hoth phonics and 
whole language approach~s_ According to Clay, the ,pccialised teaching techniques she 
d=ribes are only f,)r children making slow.,.,- progre~s than their peers (Smith & Elley. 
1994, p_ 133)_ 
Accmding to Sensenbaugh (1996, p. 2), whole-language advo~ates, 'phonics first' and 
evcn 'phonics only' ~upporters neLxi to admit that not all children develop this necessary 
ahilit)· simply through immersion in a print-rich environment, and that "ome children w!ll 
need direct in~truction m phonological awareness. Similar views are held by Pumfrey 
(1991, p. 73), who notes that "s~ri"us and prolonged dillicllltie, in readmg will almost 
certainly reqUlre intensive and !ong-tertn professional SUPPOlt". Pretorius (2002, p. 98) 
argues that in th~ South Alrican learning <XJnleJ<l, reading problems or ESL (English as 
se<.:ond language) karn.,'rS do not go away jf left unattended, and that "the gap hetween 











6. Sc-cond language learning and phonolo,gieal llwareness 
According to Bialystok (2001, p. 230) it tahs most childr~n 4 to 7 years to attain grade 
nonns in English academic skills. According to her, there is lillie cvidcnc~ to 8Upport the 
conj ecture thai bilingual children e8tablish highe r levels of sound awareness hy Yirtu~ of 
~peaking h\"o I;!ngu<lge>. Uialp,tok conclude~ that the importance of phonological 
awarenes~ might not iJ<, imm~diately evident in young children who already speak two 
languages, but that it may do:lO when children I~am a :lecond language. She cites sewral 
studies that offer :lupport lilr thi:l possihility. Th~ childr~n in th~s~ :ltudi~8 were native 
sp eak ~rs of Spanish ,Illd w~rc learning to read in Engli:lh, Ih~ir s~cond languag~. The8~ 
researchers concluded that the children's lcvel8 of phonological awarenes~ and word 
recognition in Spanish predicted levels of word recognition in English, the second 
language, and that phonological awarene~s skills devdop~d in one language lran8ferred to 
reading ability in another language (Uialystok, 2001, p. 170). 
The perceptual proces~~8 involv~d in s~cond language hst~ning form a major consid~ration 
III the present study. Two issues need to be addressed in this regard. How well do the 
isiXhosa leamers perceive the pronunciation of native English speakers? And how do 
difficulties in pronunciation of F..ngli~h imp;!ct on th~ir lit~racy d~velopment? Tench 
(2003, p. 147) refer:l to these perceptual pmce:lS~s as "receptive and productive 
phonologic;!l interlanguage". According to Tench, "errors in decoding in hearing" re~u1t 
from errors in the p~rc~ption ofth~ phonological composition of words. Similar vi ~w~ are 
held by Field (2003, p. 325), who suggests that we need to be concerned with "what 
English s-<'lunds like to the non-native listener" and wilh features that CaUS~ obstacles to 
understanding. J'ield suggests that a br~akdown in und~rstanding can occur at the 
phonemic, lexical Or s)'tltactic levels, but that 'lexical segmentation', Or the identification 
of word8 in connec-ted speech, is the most common caUS~ of mi:lund~rstanding ;!mong 
second-language learners. He notes that "dctennining where word boundaries fall is a 
greater problem for Ih~ non-n;!tiv~ li~lener than is generally recognised". ridd (2003, p. 
325) gives the example of a second-language li~tencr who hears "1 won't go to London'- a~ 











7, The Xhosa language 
Xhosa is One oflh~ Banlulanguages comprising Ihe "t\'gUnl duster of languages belonging 
10 Ihe "t\'ig~r,Congo family (lvl~sthri~, 20(2). [( is the second large't mdigenous bla~k 
languag~ in South Africa (de Klerk, 200]), and is one of the eleven ofiiciallanguage5 of 
Ihi, country. According to Uranford and Claughton (2002), Xhosa, like many of th~ 
mdigenous languages of southern Afrka, has h()Uowed extensively from Afrikaans and 
English; it is unusual. however, in that words of Kh(>I'san ongin also ~onstitute a large 
proportion of the Xhosa vocabulary_ It is estimated that at least one'sixth of Xhosa 
words start WJth a click (Branfo.-d & Claughton, 2002; H~m.,rt, 20(2). Tbese click 
~omonant~ haw been moorporakd within the phonological system and "exhibit a thr~e­
way opposition: dental [/1, (pre) palatal [1] and lateral [Ii]" (Herbert, 2002, p. 299). The 
clicks are atticulated in various manners: plain, breathy, aspirated, and nasaJiscd. 
8. Black South Ali'ican English (BSA.E) 
Black Sooth African English (BSM) is a variety of English ~ommonly used by mother, 
tongue speakers of South Africa's indigenous Atncan language, in area., where English 
is not the languag~ ofth~ majority (de Klerk & Gough, 2002, p_ 356). De Klerk (2002, p_ 
25) str~sse<> that there arc nine different indigenous Black languages, as well as a number 
of dialects m South Africa and although these languages ;:hare some chamckristics the 
l!lllguage groops themselves differ quite ~on.~i d~rabl y_ 
De KJerk (2002, 1'_ 25) note<> that BSAE is also usually refe=d to as a 'new' English and 
that restrict~d contact with native,spcakcr nom" ha" re"ulted in certain characteristic 
patterns of pronunciation and syntax. Mesthrie (1999, p. 5) argues that differences in 
syntax lind accenl do not nec<li<sarily OCcur because ~peake", have not ma.'t~r~d a ~tandard 
construction or pronunciation; these differences are "instances of blending in with the 











langlWge whi~h !;ati~lie~ the need for ~on1nlUnieation outside onc's home), and in needing 
to 80und lo~al, a ~ynlhesis hetween target langu<lge (fl.) and mother tonguc phonetics is 
,ie!;lrahlc" (Meslhrie, 1999, p. 7). 
A~cording to de Klerk & Gough (2002, p. 360) the phonology orBSAE deviate!; from sE 
(standard English) in many ways: 
1\, Vowels: 
I, Thc vowels in words such as STRUT, BATH and PALM tcnd to he mergcd to 
Ial. 
2. "Jbc vowel!; III TRAP, DRESS and NORSE tend to he merged to told. 
3. The vowel in the ~el LOT and THOOGHT is iO/. 
4. The ~onlrast between long and short vowel, may he lost, so that the vowe1~ in 
FLEECE and KIT may both be Iii. The vowels in FOOT and GOOSE may 
both be iu/. 
5. Among the diphthongs, the vowel~ in PRICE, MOUTH and CHOICE may be 
extended over two syllables, giving I ajiJ, I a,vu J and loj i I respectively. 
6. The monophthongs [eJ and [0], raised allophoncs in Nguni, may be uscd as the 
vowels for FACE and COAT. 
7. As stre~s i!; non-phonemic in Bantu language>;, .",hwa lends to be reali>;ed as a 
full vowel (typically iai as in mother, but it may als.o take on spelling 
pronunciations as in lei for seventy), 
13. Consonants 
I, The only English phonemes laeking in local African hmguage consonantal 
8ystems are IN and lei. These are typkally pnmolUlced as dental or alveolar 
stops [d] and [t). 
1. The /rl sound is trilled (as opposed to an approximant). 
3, Stop>; appear to have a later voice onset time in eompari~on to white South 
African Engli~h (WSAE), and may also tend 10 bc devoiecd in word-final 











D~ Klerk and Gough (2002, p. 360) cite Jacobs (1994), who claims tllat tile cwnulauve 
cffect of thc above consonantal and vowel features "is an increasc in homophony and a 
fairly drnstic decrease III intelligibility" when English is spokcn. These authors also cite 
Wright (1996), who notes that these characteristics (traceable to the mother tongue) have 
become established as norms of spoken BSAE, "with conseqllCntiailowcring of levels of 
comprehensibility" (p. 360) According to de K1crk and <:rOugh (2002, p. 361), tone, 
stress and intonation also appear to affect the intelligibility ofBSAE. Word stress is very 
often on the penultimate syllable, "following the phonologtcal rule io Bantu languages 
whcre this syllabic i~ lengthened". Examples gIVcn by de Klcrk and Gough are se 'willy, 
hosplla '/iry and cit: 'arellc (with a resultant full vowel rather than schwa). These authors 
note that their experience with BSAE-speaking students of linguistics indicates "a very 
marginal ability to assib'll nattve-speaker stress patterns to words" (de Klerk & Gough, 
2002, p. 361). 
Dc Klerk and Gough (2002) argue that BSAE leans towards syllable rather than stress 
timing, probably a~ a result of native-language prosodic patterns. They note that "there is 
very little vowel reduction in connected speech as such, tone groups tend to very shon 
and phonological prominence is far more common than in WSAE"' (de Klerk & Gough, 
2002, p. 361). These authors demonstrate these features as follows: I think that 
MAYbe/fSOME of the PEOple arc oomPLAIMog/laoout that SECtion [KEY: 11- tone 














A battery of standardised and informal tests was used to assess the literacy development and 
phonological awareness skills of 19 isiXhosa speaking Grade 1 leamers, who are being taught 
thrullgh the medium of English. Profiles of test scores were used to indicate strengths and 
weaknesse, in individual and group performances on these tests. A ·profile' is a set of 
different measures of an individual or grOllP, each of which is expressed in the same Wlit of 
measurement, such as percentiles, ranJ;s and standard ilCores (Kerlmger. 1986). Profiles have 
been widely used in educalion settmgs to indicate a student's perfonnance on a set of test 
scores such as reading and writing (Ding, 200 I). 
There IS no absolute agreement about the lerm 'phonological a\\omeness' or the means of 
measming it (Muter, Hulme, Snowling, & Taylor, \997; Stainthorp & Hughes. 1999). The 
phonological tasks presented to the subjects in the present study fall along a continuum of 
development, Judged by variOll.~ researchers as ranging from shallow to deep (see Chapter 
One) 
For the purpose of thi, study, (he s(age model of reading is adopted (Muter, Snowling, & 
Taylor, 1994; Stalll & Murray, \998). In the earliest stage of reading development, children 
rely OIl cOlltext and on partial visual features of a word; they then emerge into the alphabetic 
or phonetic stage of rcading development and are able to apply seqll.ential grapheme to 
phoneme correspondence rules; the tinal orlhogmphic or morphcrnic stage is reached when 
chIldren develop a reading vocabulary by applying rules and a Imowledge of pronunclal1on of 
complex orthographic sequences. According to (hIS model, there arc two possible ways of 











are rcpres"ntcd in tit" m"nral iel'ieon of Ihe reader; if a word is unfamiliar, and Ihe r~ is no 
orthographic r"presentation in the mental lexicon, Ih~ strat~gy adopt~d hy tbe reader IS mOl" 
comple.~. According to Muter "I aI., (/')94, p. 2(3), "the alt~mative strategy is by indirect 
acc~"s in which the ktter idmlti!ies of a prin!"d word ar" first segm"n!cd into graphemes, aft~r 
wbich a phonological r~pr~s,mtation is ass"mbJcd by applying grapheme to phon"me 
corr~spoll{knce rul~s". 
2. Aims 
Th~ aims of the research are: 
l. To deten))il] ~ Ib ~ relationship lhal ~xists bt:lw~ml Llw phonological awar~ness skills of 
thinl grad" isiXhosa '1:wahrs and lh~ir k"ds of literacy development, witll special 
rcierence to r~ading and spelling III English. As far as Can be established, p,,"vious 
r~se=h ha, not el'amined this relationship in isiXhos.a ]~am~rs in an Engli,h-medium 
~dt>calion s~rting. 
In ord~r (0 realise tbe main aim, th~ following sub-aims w~w tonnu]akd: 
2. To d(;'(ennin" indiv duallevds of reading and spelling abilities using ,tandardised and 
non-slundardist:d l~sts. 
3. To ddel1nine th ~ phOll{llogical aw"rm~SS abiliti~s of individual karners_ 
4. To d~knni1\c whether <ucccssful recognition ofletter sounds and nam~s (a, u,~d in (h~ 











5. To delel1nlTle, by ~ond"';.tin!,: all in-depth error ~nalys's of the mist~ke, made b}-
indi vidu~ I le~men>. whidl areas ~a\lse problems in literacy deveJopm ent S<Jme of th~ 
~re~s ~x"mined indud~: vowels and consonants, consonant and vowel digraphs, milial 
and final blends, reversal and rotation of letters, tra1\~position ofletters, OlTllS010Tl and 
~ddition of letlen;, phoneti~ spelling, and knowledge of spelling rules. 
3. Subjecls 
Th~ >;Tlbje>Ct~w~r~ 19 Grade 3leamers, 12 females and 7 males, from a primary ,chool in Hout 
Ray. The,r ~!,:es ran!,:ed from 8.2 to 12.8 years (mean ag:e 'Hi years) They spoke isiXhosa as 
their mmn language. The children had no apparent hearing, articulation_ vi~llal, physl~al or 
emotional abnormalities. All sllbj ects had been mthis :;chool for mleast a year Interviews 
with the school principal and class teacher indicated that the ~chool had limil~d linancl~l 
resources and that the children were from disadvantaged back~OImd~. All the sllbjed>; ,e"de 
in th~ nearby informal sdtlement_ which consists mainly 01" shack dweUm!':s Nadler-Ni, 
(l997) reports that re:;earch III South Africa and in Au~tl"3lia has demonstrated strong socio-
eCOnOlnlC s.latu~ differences 111 phonological awareness. indicatinll: a n~ed 10 control this 
variable In view of thes.e research findings, a rclative1}· homogeneou~ group in t.enns 01" 
socio-econom ic and edllcational back~OImd was s.elected for the pre",nt ~t\1(ly 
3.1 Pwct'dure- for subject se-Iection 
Only ,siXhosa ~jleak~rs who had ~jlent at I~asl one full y~ar at the >;~hool we,~ cOTlwiered fo, 
the ~l"dy In order lO select a homogeneOlI~ group. the following b~'ollps wer~ "xcluded from 
the ~lUdy: 











• Children from Malawi and other African countries. 
• Children who attended the 'support' class for remedial tuition. 
The FSSI Ora("" 1, 2 and 3 (2"" term) Spelling Tests were then administered to 66 selected 
learners in the three Grade J classes_ Results of these tests indicated that in one class 77% of 
learners scored bclov.- a slaninc o[ 3 on the Grade 3 (2"" term) spelling lest: in anolher, Ihis 
ligurc was 72% and m the lhird class 36,8%. As Seen in Table 1, the average slamncs for lhe 
Ihree c1asscs werc 1.9. 2.2 and 2.7 r~."pcelively. Onlyonc child in Class A scored a staninc of 
5 (the highest stanine scored in Ihis class) [or thc Grade 2 lest; in Class B. one child scored a 
Slanine of 5 and another scored a 6 (the highesl stanine scored in this class). In Class C. one 
child scored a sWnine of 5 and Ihree scorcd slanincs of 6 at lhe Gradc 2lcvci. 
Tuble 1 
Mean stunine sam<>jiJr Ihe ESSI Spelling Tesis 
Grade J 
Class Grade Grade 2" Subjects 
I 2 telm 
- -- - --- ------ ------------
3.2 19 19 22 
Class C 5. I 
.. ..... ..............----1 
2.7 19 
2.0 2.2 25 Class B 4_6 
Group 
9.2 2.2 2,3 n=66 
average 
In order to minimize disruption to thc ",h<x)l during the testing procedure. il was decided to 
select a group of' children Ii-om one o[ thc threc classes, instead of all three. Based on the 











suhject,. Altoough their (lVer-all rcsults wcre also weak, mor~ childrm in lhis cla" attempted 
to spell words while writtng tilC tc,t" making an analysis ofthdr ~ITorS mor~ m~aningfuL 
4. Data collection 
A numocr of nonnatiH and cril~rion-r~kr~nc~d l~sls ",,;r~ employed in order to e>;amtne the 
literacy and phonological awaren~ss ,kills oj' lh~ ,ubj eel'. A description of the test" and the 
motivation for tkir ioclusion. is giv~n below. 
4, I Test of letter knowledge, phonetically regular words, initial and final blends, long 
and short vowels, digraphs (See Append)>; I) 
An informal test contatning ,ets of letters and words r~pres<;nling ddkrmt ,ound-,ymhol 
rdationships wa, used to ass~ss the 'u bj~~l' s knowkdg~ oj' ,ollnd',ymbol corr~'p()11dence. 
Leaming 10 uad an alphahelic wriling 'y't~m inv()lve, th~ ability tC> a,Slgn phonemes to 
individual graph~m~s (Ehri, 1998; Gall,,,o, Smith & Tn;iman, 1991: GoswillTIi, 1998; Siegel. 
199R). Ehri (1998, p.13) ddin~s graph~mn as "Iimctional ktt~r units symbolising 
phon~m~s". Goswami (1998, p. 79) rd'ut~, Adam,', 1990. claim that knowledg~ of th~ 
alphabd is separate from phonologi~al knowkdg~, and insists that "alphahd knowkdge ,~~m' 
to precede the 'implest level of phonol()gicai awareness". Ell!i (1998) and Goulandris and 
Snowling (1995) agre~. noting lhat ktlOwledg~ ofindividllalletters i, important for heginner 
r~aders, hut that furth~r reading and spdling d~,'dopmml r~quir~~ knowkdg~ oj' gmllp' of 
lette"" sllch a, th~ tho sn, ch. ea, and ow digraph,. Knowledge ()f short v()wcls (for ~xamplc, 
th~ sound of i in pin, and th~ u in plum), conwnant hlends (hi. pl', sw. spr etc.) or vowel 
digraphs (oa. ()w, ee , ~a, all, aw, ew etc.), may also he incomplete in readers who have "poor 
""hle>;ical p!1)c~ssing ,kill," (Goulandris & Sn()wling, 1995, p. 110) [-lased on the,e r~s~un.:h 











4.2 ESSI Reading and Spelling Te~ts (Sec App~'Tldix 2) 
The"" te,ts w.".~ l~,ed to a,Ses, th~ oral reading and '",rillen ,pelling abiliti es or the re>earch 
.mbjecls_ bterhuY>e (1997) developed this test for South A!rican children rrom ronner model 
C "chool. . A li.'1 of 20 10 25 "ingle reading and 'relling words i., provided for each grade 
Ii-om grade 1 to grade 7. According 10 the Test ;'I.-Ianual, the rationale tor these tests is based 
On the as.mmption thai leamer>' ability to read and write i, a valid criterion ror their 
a~hi evement levels in school ,ubjecl, and mare 'pe~ili~ally in language ,uhjecl, (Esterhuy,e 
1'XI7, p. 1)_ A further a'''Umptiollmad~ by E"t~rhuy'~ i, that learner-; who experience readillg 
or .'p~lIing probkm' al ,chool al.,o lend 10 exp~ri e oce learning problem", which imp~de their 
subslXjumt achicvl"tnlnt atld scholastic progress. To be an effective reader, a karJ1~r must b~ 
able to recogni<'e a word quickly -- this is known as th~ sight word vocabulmy of the reader. 
The aim of the ,creening test, is to det~'flllin~ the appropriate word gradr lis/ for a givell 
learner. 
4.3 Burl Word Reading T~st (See Appendix 3) 
The Burt Word Reading Test (1981. Kew Zealand Revision) i, a standardiLed te,t and is an 
individually admini'lered measure of a ~hild', word recognition skilb. The test ~onsds of 
II 0 word, printed in dilI'ering sizes or type and graded in ordlT of di.tlkulty. The child reads 
as many words a' he can alld cOlltinue' until ten con"ccutive "'ord, are read incorrectly_ The 
lest a",i<;ls leacher-; in e.,timat;ng a child's l'l'ading achievements. Th~ authors of this test 
mlphasize that word recognition is only On~ aspect of th~ readmg process, and that successful 
reading involves achievemCIlI in a llumber of areas 'uch a' comprehen.,ion. vocabulary and 











4.4 Reading Comprehension Task (See Appendix 4) 
A passage enlitled 'Socccr', consisting of six shott sentences, accompanied hy a picture of a 
small hoy playing S("'~~r, was choscn to tcst thc leamcrs' ability to comprehend sentences 
writtell ill English. 1'he passage wa, ~hos~n from a book of storics for reading comprehellsion 
filr gmd~, 2-3 'bcgilUl~r readers' (hallk Schaffer J'llhli~ations, 19RO, p.13). Th~ lexl was 
availahle 10 the 1~1IITI~r.< 10 rC±i::r to during the test and they were not ashd to answer lhe 
qllestions Ii-om n",moty. Thc qu~stions tapped information that "'<IS ~xplicitly stated in lhe 
story. 
Accordillg to Bowyer·Crane and Snowling (2005, p. 190), thc goal of rcading is 
"nders/anding. '"a proc e~ that goes rn.yond d","oding" illld on~ that involvcs comprehension 
proces,~s at th~ word, sentence and text l~vels. Although th~ qU;,s(iOIlS that liCcomparucd the 
'Soc~~r' pa,sage could be answered on the basis of lil~ml information provided, 
~ompreh~Il.'Iion of lhc tcxt still depended Oil what Howyer·Cmm and Snow ling (2005. p. 192) 
refer to as "~ohesi\'e inkrenc~s", which rely on linguistic cues present in (}.., text. su~h as 
anaphnra and pl,moun resolution. Yule (\997, p. 130) defines anaphnra a, "suh"'qu~nl 
ref~rel"'~ 10 an already introduced entity". For example. in order lO limn a coherent 
representation of lhe scnlcrlCC 'He has played for two y~ars', l~arners would need to infcr lhal 
'he' refers to If.., won! 'Bob' in the flrst selltel1:Ce. Similarly, underslanding of the scnlencc 
'They play gamcs Oil Thursdays' requires an un.:kT>tanding of thc rdi::rential rdationship 
bctweellthe words 'the tearn' ,md 'lhey'. Bow),er"Cnme mid SllowHng (20(15) argue that 
children wilh diffi~ldlies in reooing comprehension have a poorer understanding of aIlliphonc 











4.5 Sight W"rd~: SCllt~ncc Dictation Test 
According to Rudginsky and Haskell (1997), sight (learncd) words arc words lhal cannot b<: 
sounded 0111. According 10 th~se amhors, v~ry ofi~n sludents are able to spdl wocds wrredly 
whcn the words are dictated in a list, but misspdl th~m wh~n lh~y wril~ th~m in :!Cnt~n~cs, 
Many of these words arc commonly used in writing and are likely to be us~d by children as 
the)' writc. 'rc~ardkss of differin~ &OCio-~conomic status, rac~, and ability le,ds' (Crrahmn, 
Harris & Lo),nachan 1994, p, 210), Rescarch indicates that instruction in th~ ,spelling of 
hil!:h-li-e~ucncy words also inc.-cases the ability to reco~nise these words (Dulaney, 1 ')R7). 
The fil1l0Wing s..mCIleCS, chosen Ii-om Rudginsky and Haskell's (J 997, p, 33) 'Sight Word List 
I' w~re dictat~d to the l~am~fj: Thc sight words arc in italics. 
• Come and have .",me olwmr milk. 
• f)o not go tlwre again, 
• f)oe, he want any of these boob? 
• She goe,' Ihere maNY limes, 
• Whal wus ,he doing? 
• Where Were you"! 
Th~ sentCllcllS con lain 23 diffcrcnt sight words. Thc words come, of. do, go, he, she, I"a.\', and 
you arc iIleludcd in the Graham Il( at. (19,)4, p. 2lJ) 'Grad~ I Word Lis!' ofs~vllnty-",\'en 
words. The word, have, your, ther~, wanl, any, gon, many, whal, and doing arc included in 
their li,t of 16(J words in lh~ 'Grad~ 2 ,Vord List'; agaiN and whee,e are included in the list of 











4,6 Controlled f",-"-~,,riting h1.k (Se~ ApP"nuix 5) 
The free-writing task, adapted from th~ l.itera<:y Learning Progmmm~ S~ries, "English a\ 
Home, Grade r (SwanepoeL I (i98, p. 2R), wa, used to ~\"aluate tm, expres<ive written 
language skills o[the subj~cts. The fo,u, of the 'fre~-writing' xtivity is on the fre~ now of 
i<l~ilS ilnu the communication of m~aning (Clarence-Fincham, lIart, Ingli' & la~hon, 2(02). 
Ac~oruing t(} Lerner (1981. p. 343) the ability to writ~ down ideas requires many pr~requisite 
skills, such as "facility ill oral language, ability to read, some skill< in ,pelling, a legible 
handwriting, anu ",me knowkd# (}f the rules (}f written language." 
Thi, particular ,~ri~s of pictures WilS ch(}s~n because they r~'prcsent everyday activities the 
re<~arch ,ubi~ds might be fumiliar with 
dre,sing, ~ating and going off to schoo\. 
the daily tontine of gening np in the morning, 
4.7 Djagno~tic Dictation Test (S~~ Appendix Ii) 
Clay's (lnS, p. ~8) dictation t~st indi~al~< a child'< ability "to go fwm th~ arullysis of soun<ls 
in spoken words to writt~n [<mns for representing tm,s~ WlIOOS". Thi s task identifies a chilu's 
ability to hear phoneme' in word" and ,honld not be wnfu""u with e(}nventional dicl<ltion 
tests that evaluate spelling skills. Credit is given for every ph(}neme lhat is wrillen con:-~"'tly, 
even though the word nmy not be correct. S,ore< give some indication oftbe ~hild's ability to 
anal)'s~ the sounds in words h<: hear<, and to decide whi~h are the most apptoprial~ lell~'TI t(} 
u<e to repre<ent the,e s.ound~. For this rea~(}n, Clay doc~ not regard this as either "a true 











4.8 Rhyming Subt~~ts (See Appendix 7) 
The Rhyming Subtest con, i.t, of no'o tasks, Di.crimination and l'rodu.;tion. These ta,\cs are 
pat1 of The Phonological AwareneS" Test (Rorn,rtson & Salter, 1<)<)7). The Discrimination 
lask measures the ability to identify rh)ming words presented in pair •. The Production task 
assesses the ability to provide a rhyming word when given a stimulus word. The importance 
of rh)ming has been discussed in detail in Chapter One. The Phonological Awareness Test 
was designed 10 be administered to children between the ages of 5 years. 0 months and 9 
year'<, 11 months. According to the lest manual, the lest may be administered 10 children older 
than 9 years a, il provides usel"l infonnalion foc planning inslruclional prollfllmmes 10 meel 
the se individuals' needs. 
4.9 Auditory Blending Tnt (See Appendix 8) 
This test, developed by Ro.well-Chall (1997). IS used 10 e"aluate a child's ability to blend 
sounds to fOlm words when the sound is prescuted orally. According 10 lhe lesl m,muai, this 
test gives an estimate of a .tuden!'s ability to blend sounds imo "hole words even If lhe 
.tudent has not yet leamt 10 associate the sounds willi the corresponding lcners. Roswell and 
Chall note that the (es( is particularly useful for judging the ease or dijfieulty with which 
stude1l[s will learn phonics. The au.(hors suggest that the te'( be used in Grades t through 4. 
and for older students who are .till ha,';ng problenl' wi(h word recognition and analysis skills. 
4.10 Tcst of Auditory Anlllysis Skills (See Appendix 9) 
The Test of Auditory Analysis Skills (T AAS) assesses the ability to delete a syllable or sound 
from a word. According to Rosner (1<)75, p. 71), the T AAS was designed to provide a way of 











ren;~pltial skills are impOltant for at leastlWo reasons; d,CY cnable a child to rcceive and recall 
oral ~ommunicalion cIToxlivcly and they makc it possible fOf a child to be aware of illdividual 
souml, that are repre'dll~d by I~Ucrs a skill neccssary fOf learnillg to read alld spell (Rosllcr, 
1975, p_ 77)_ 
Foommn and libennan (1989) nol~ lhat good rcadcn; s~ore significantly highcr Oil thc TAAS 
thall poor readers_ "l'hese authors abo report a significant ~orrcla(jon belwccn TAAS S<:ofCS 
and the number of regular word, spelled corre~tly. Gattuso Cl a!. (1991) rcport similar 
filldillgS. According to d,cse authors, one of th~ reason, childrdl hav~ dirfi~uhy learning 10 
rcad an alphabetic writing system is h~cau,e they have diffi~ulty segm~nling spokcn languagc 
into phoncmcs. 
5. Recording procedures and interpretation of test results 
Tcsting took place towards the end of lhe second s~hool t~nn, OVCr a period of lhrcc wccks. 
The researcher personally administered and s~ored all tbe lesls. Rcsults wCrC interprcted by 
using ~rror analy,i, l~clmiyues and Slati,lical analysis ofthc rcsulls. 
"l'he f{,llowing fnmlal and infonnallests werc adminislcrcd to thc rcsearch group as a whole: 
• ESSI Spelling Tcsts 
• Thc Rcading Comprehension "l'ask 
• Controlled fi-ee-",Titing task 
• Diagnostic DictMion Te't 
• Sight Word Tcst 
Testing was ~onduclcd in a cia' sroom, with one child '~ated to a desk. Desk< were alTang~d 











removed from the wall, so Ihal ~hildr"" were nol dislracled during the testing, or able to copy 
infomlation /i-om lh~ll1. The researcher provided pencils for the childl" n to~. 
The following fomlal and inl()mlalle~l~ were administered individually: 
• Tests of letter knowledge, phoneti~ally regular words, initial and final blends, long mld 
short vowels and digraph'_ 
• ESS] Reading Tests 
• Burl Word Reading Test 
• The Phonological Awareness Test: Rhyming Subtests - Discrimination and l'rodunion 
• Ro,well·Chall Auditory Blending Te.t 
• Rosner Te,! of Auditory Analysis Skills (TA.,\S) 
5.1 Test of letter kno .... 1edge, phonetically regular" ords, initiul und final hiends, long 
and short vo"el" digraphs (Sec Appendix 1) 
Tk names of loc lclkrs, and the sounds they make, were tested "'paratdy. A ~hild "",eived a 
score or one poinl for each letter name and each letter soulxl c()IT~c!ly iden!ilitXI. In !h~ 
-",,-adler-Nir slUd y (1997), a child received a SCore 0 f one for ~a~h lell~r idtmtified, regardlcs, of 
'" hdher the lcllcr name or sound w,,, given_ Simpson and E""raU (2005) report that lhe same 
pf()c~dure is used in the Dyslexia Kady Screening Te5!, whi~h allows a ~orr~n rcspoIlSe to be 
the name or 5(1l1lxl of the letter. Simpson and Evcralt suggest that this may mean that a bck of 
knowledge 0 flctkr sounds or names might be ma,ked by knowltXIge of th~ allemati v~ COIT""t 
resp<Jnse. Similar views are held by Bradley (1990, p, 97) who stales that "scveral studies 
haye shown that a young ~hild's skill al rhymes together with knowledgc of letter narr.." 
acwun!s for an appreciable amount of variance in la!~r reading ,kills". 
In Ihe present ,tudy, the alphabt:t waS displayed in front of the child, The examiner then 











giving the nlJme of the letter, the resplll1,e wa" "Yes, that it righl ThaI is the name ofthi, 
letter, If )'ou say the alphabet aloud, that i, v.l1at you will hear when you come to this letter, 
1.i,ten ,," (In the event of the .mu"d of the letter being given fir,t, the test proceeded a, 
de,cribed, continuing with an lhe ,ounds of the letter,; fir,t) The examiner ~len proceeded to 
;,~ve random examples of names of the letter, of the alphabet. The examiner then pointed to 
lhe next letter on the sheet and said, "\1,'hal is the name of this letter','" If the re>pOll,e W,IS 
incorrecl (that i'l, the ,ound of the letter was given), further examples of letter name, were 
provided, If the child was able to give the names of all the letter, presented, the examiner then 
pointed 10 the liN letter agaill and asked, "You said the name or this letter Just now, do you 
know whal w",,,d it makes: Tfthe child was confu,ed, random example, of letter sounds were 
gtven, 
If the child immediatel)' re,ponded by gJvmg both the sound and the name of the letter 
presented, the test proxeeded m a similar mallller, with the chikl supplying both the name and 
the sound of a Jeuer before proceedmg 10 the next 'tern, The ch1ld received a score of one for 
giving the name of a letter, ,md for the sound of the letter, The maximum number of poim wa~ 
50 (the leiter z was olmlted, in error, on the original te,t ,heel), 
The procedure tOr testing phonetically regular word" and words contammg blends, digraph" 
long and ,!,0Tt vowel>, wa~ ,impler The exammer pointed to (he target word and a>ked the 
subject, "Can you read thi, word',!" The subje~t wa, allowed to try for as long as (s)oe wisbed, 
A ,core of llI1e wa, given lor a correct respon,e, The maximum ,core for each sectilll1 is as 
±oUows: phonetically regular words (15), consommt digraphs (12); mitial blend, (21); final 












5.2 .LSSI Reading and !!.pelling Tests (See AppendIx 2) 
Thc Grade I reading words WeTe placed m th",r of a leamer. A loo>e sheet of paper was u>ed 
(0 cnsurc thm only onc word w~s vj~ible ar ~ rime, ~cconlin!? 10 mstmcllOns ourhned 10 rhe 
manual (E~lehuys~ & Beukes, 1997, p. 4) Poiming to the firs( word the examiner said, "\ 
\'iant ~ou to read a few words t'or me Some words are ea~y_ hut o(het's are more dlHicuiL 
Don-t \'iOrry if you c~n't read thenl aiL JUs( <10 yoUI' bes!"'. The learner was allowed to rcad the 
words onc-by-one whIle he/~he moved the loose .,!reet of paper downwards. The rcadmg of a 
specific h~1 of word~ w~~ terminated iJ" Ihe learner Ilad made 6 or 7 consccutivc failures 
Whenever possible, the learner wa, encouraged to con(inue reading the "ords, even though 
mism~e., were ma<1e. AC~()1'ding 10 (he Manual, "the tester ma~ allow as many word~ to b<: 
read as deemed n~CeSSi)l)', should further information be requircd for more compreh~nsiv~ 
q\l~ lit~tive ev~ I uahon" IEstehlLyse I ~97 , p. 5). 
['he spellmg le~ts were admini~tered to thc learners in a b'fOUP situation, The word'S in the 
grades 1,2 and 3 spelling lists were read according \0 the instm~lion in the MammL One mat'" 
was allocat~d for a correcl n:~ponse and Lern for an lllcorreCI onc. All corrcct rcspon~es ,vere 
sUlIUllated to d<:1~rmrne the individual leamer"s ra" scorcs for spelling and readIng, 'I he raw 
scorcs \'iere Ih~n converted mto s(amnes and perccntile mnks by using (he appropriate nOnll 
tables, 
5.3 Burt Word Readinc Test (Sec AppendIX 3) 
The leSI was adlllinister~d to one chil d at ~ time, in a~~ordance wi ill the instnlctlOns in Ihc (cst 
manual. rhe test ,., untimed and the ~hild is permittcd sulficient time to analyse Ih~ words ~n<1 
to ma~e 'trial' re~pon,es. Gilmore c( al. (1~81) nore th~t som~ chil<lren who are vel)' slow 
readers show an ~bilily (0 analyse and synthesize words if given enough time. The~e authors 











skills and that it IS Ulaccuratc to refcr to a derived score on the test as a 'reading age' (Gilmore 
et at., 1981, p, 3), The manual state, repeatedly that reading is a complex set ofskJi1s and that 
thc test providcs a mca~urc of only one aspect of these skills. 
The interprctation of raw scores (i,c., thc nmnber of wocds read corredly) is made ,,;th 
rcference to the infonnation prcscnted ill thc Tcachcrs Manual. Only the ,core, that fen 
within the range of those scored III the present study are glvcn in Table 2. Thc Manual nole~ 
that prolluucianon of consonants., vowels and accents must be comx:t, but that "ooncc,sion~ 
must be made fo.- children .. from markedly difrerellt language backgrounds", The Printed 
Record Forms, supplied "ith the test, were used for recording response~ to the test. 
table 2 
lo'quivalent A~e Bandl' (EAB) for the Burl Word Readmg Te,,/ 
Score Boy~ & Girls Scorc Boys & Girls ,=, Roys & Girls 
22 6.00-6,06 30 6.08"702 38 7,04-7.10 
23 6,01-6,07 31 6.09"703 39 7,05-711 
24 6.02-6,08 32 6.10-7.04 40 7.06-8,00 
25 6.03-6.09 33 6.11-7.05 41 7.Q7-8,01 
26 6,04-6,10 34 700-7.06 42 7,08-8.02 
27 6,05-6.11 35 701-7.07 43 7,09-8,03 
28 6.06-7.00 36 7,02-7.08 44 7,\0-8,04 











5.4 Reading Comprehension Task (See Appendix 4) 
There are six questions in the test; a score of one was alioxated for each correct answer, 
Su~ects were encoura,.;ed to ,til,,>,,er in full sentences, but were not penalised for g1V111g one-
word anw,ers, Usc oflallglJage, punctuation marks, vocabulary and spclhng were evaluated 
to assess literacy development 
5.5 Sight Words: Sentence Dictation Test 
TIus subtest consists of six sentences. Each sentence 'was dictated slowly alld clearly, The 
subjects wrote !klwn the spoken words and were encouraged to usc correct spellill"; and 
punctuation A scorc of one was given for a word spelled corre~tly. indudrng the two 
phollC{ically regular words 'and' and 'no( The maximllltlllumber ofpoints was 31. 
5.6 Controlled frCt.-'"\~ riting task (S"" Appendi~ 5) 
Marks were not all~ated for the free-wntm,.; la,k Subjects ",ere asked to ,,'lite a sentence 
describing ",hat was happenin,.; in each of the pictlll"CS_ Verbal encoura,.;ement wa, given to 
aSSlU'e dlCm dJat there were no 'right answers', and that everyOlle', ,tory wuuld be different. 
The ability to expre>8 ideas 10 "'ords, voeabullli)' developmenl, sentence construction and 
punctuation were taken into accOlUlt when evaluating the 'writing skills of the snbjects_ 
5.7 lJiagnostic Dictation Test (See Appendix 6) 
The two sentences selected for this assessment were taken fro.-" Form F (Clay, 1985, p_ 39) 











was scorc:d for each sOlmd (phoneme) the child analysed. The maxImum score was 37. 
According to Clay (1985, p. 38), one mark is taken oIT if a child makes a cha~ge in letter 
order, for example, 'go/llg' for "going'. Alternatives are accepted, such as ' .• koo '{ for "choo!', 
'race' fOl 'take'. If a letter did not ha"e a number Imdemeatb it in the scoring slandard~, then 
il reCe)ved no ,core, even if a prtlceding letter was ornitted. Mditill!iS did not affect scoring as 
long a" numbered letters wertl included Raw ,core, were C(lnverted to slanine groups (Clay 
1985, p. 40). 
S,8 Rhyming Subtests (See Appendix 7) 
The rhymmg Sublesl con"sl, III' two ta"ks, Diseriminatkm and Pr\lduction. Discrimination 
m~asures the ability 10 identify rhyming words presented iu pairs. Production measures tbe 
studtlnt>;' ability 10 provide a rhyming word when given a stimulus word. The procedure for 
administering tire test is given ill the Test Manual (RIlbertson & Salter. 19(7); 
Oiscriminatiun; 
Say to the student, 'Tm gllmg til say two words and ask you if they rhyme. Listen 
carefully. D<I these wllrd, rh)'m~? Fan/man" If the student responds with "no", say, 
'-Fan/man. Yes, they do rhyme." If the smdent responds with SlHnething other than 
"yes" or "I11I", repeat Ihe question to elicit aye., m no respon~e G-ive nil other 
prompts. Proceed immediately to the test items lISillg the stimulus piuase, "Do these 
words rhyme?" Circle the student's correct response on the test fmm or write as 
alternative response beside the item. G",e a SCOrtl of I for a correct response. Give a 
score of 0 for a~ mCIlTTed response 
Prodnction: 
Say to the student, '"I'm going to say a WOld and [ want you 10 tell me a word that 
rhymes with 11. You can make up a word if you want 10. IeUme a word that rhymes 











etc.) If the student responds correctly, say, "Yes, bat and _ do rh)1Ue" If the 
student responds incorrectly, say, "Bat rll)WeS with haL" Give no other prompts. 
Proceed to the test items. Write: the >tudent', response on the blanlline beside each 
Item on the test fonn. Give a ,core of 1 for each response that correctly m}n\es With 
the stimlLIlL" word. Give a ScOre of 0 for ~ach mcorr~~-t response. (p. 21) 
5.9 Auditory Blending Test (See Appendix 8) 
The LeS! was administered according 10 the Test Manual. It was administered individually and 
the entire toes! presented orally. The examiner said, ''I'll say the parts of a word. You guess 
what the word is. \Vhat word is this? S·ing." The examiner pau,ed for one second between 
the parts of the word. The child should respond w,th "sing", said a~ a whole word without 
pausing bet,veen ,yllablc,. If the respon:;e was correct, it was acknowledged If the child 
repeated the word m parts, the exanuner said, "Say it faster, like thi" smg." Jf the child 
resJXlnded incorrectly, th: examiner Sind. "S-mg is sing" No other prompts were given. Each 
word was read With a one-second pause between the: parts of words. 
In order 10 perfonn the task, the children had 10 be able to blend the 50und~ together to 
produce the word, but they did not have to identify or manipulate the so"nd~. They did not see 
the words and their re,ponses were recorded on tire answer sheets provided m the test manuaL 













Inadequate Blending Adequate Blending 
(Tc>!al Scores) (Total Scores) 
Grade 1 O~ 7-30 
Gradel 0-10 11-30 
Grade 3 0-14 15-30 
Grade 4 0-18 19-30 
Grade 5 or abo~e 0_25 2G-30 
5.10 Test of Auditol) Analysis Skills (See AppendIX 9) 
There are two demonstration items. R"sner (1975) provides the following instruetlOn~ tilT 
admini,tering the test items: 
Say 10 the child, "Say cowboy." (Now pause and allow hun to re5pc",d.) Then 
say, "No" say it agaiJl but don't say "oy" Give him t,me t" respond. (The 
correct answer l, cow.! If the allSwer is correct, move On to the 5eccmd 
demonstration Item. If he docs not get the fIrst itcm COlTect, sec if you Can 
CXplaJll ,t tn him. Rut if it requires more tha~ a "mple explanation, stop 
testUlg .. If bolh demon,tration item, arc aJl$wcred correctly, the next item can 
be prcscmed ... Do not givc hints with yW[ lips. Speak distinctly, but do not 
stress any particular ,ounds. When you get to UIC itcllli that ask UIC child to 
"Say the word, but don't say i .. .I. (a single sound)" ynu are to say the sCllmd nf 
the letter, no/lhe leller /lame. (p.77) 
The T AAS starts at a relatively sllllple level. [he child 's a5ked to analy~e a two'syllable , 
compound word 'Ilt" syllables, then tbree-syllable "oro, arc u,ed. The child is tilCn tested 











The raw scores on this test were interpreted according to the llliormation presented III the table 
below (Rosner, ]975, p. 79). The test was given to each child individually and the results 
recorded on a prepared form. (See Appendix 9) 
Tabl~ .1' 
:tAAS mlerpl1'ratlOn ofrm<' .\'(ol1'5 
TAAS Score Expected for Children in: Leve! 
~~~-~---~ 
1 Kindergalten 1 
2-3 Kllldergarten 2 
4-6 Grade I 3 
7~9 GrJde 1 4 
10-1 I Grade 2 5 
12 GrJde 3 6 













I. Tests assessing literacy development 
1.1 Knowledge oftlte names and sounds of letters oftlte alphabet. 
Twenty-five l etter~ were le>led (lite letter z wa~ omilled in errOT on tlte original test 
material). The full re~uh~ are ~hown in Table 5. At lhe lime ofte~ti~g. none of the 19 
subj ect~ knew all the wund, and name~ of the letter~. The mean ~core for kno'Wledge of 
letter ~ames was 19.6125 (78,4%), and alT letter wunds, 16.4125 (65.60/0). Fig. I shows 
the compari~on of the ~ubject>' knowledge ofletter >\lund, and name,. 
Fig. 1 
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Subject8 16 and 17 perl,)rmed poorly on the tetter knowledge test: subject 16 knew the 
name of oflil leiter only (y) and subject 17 knew none of the letter sounds. Subject \0 
scored the highest ",ith an accuracy rate of94%. 
The names of I,)ur leiters in particular caused most problems for the learners. Thirty 
seven percent of the group ' .... ere unable to COTrectl)' identify the names of letters i. u, c, 
and w. Thirty two percent of the group were unable to identify the name of letter;. 
More than half of the 8ubjects (52,6%) could not identify the sounds oj" six letters: a, U, c. 
q. r and y. Only one subject in the group identified the sound oj" r: live identified the 
sound of u. 
An error analysis of thi8 task indicate8 that ma<1y learners confuse the sound of a letter 
with its name, and incorrectly identify some of the letter8 (Table 6). Fig. 2 illustrates 
some of these error patterns. 
Fig. 2 
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Table 6: Oral reading error analysis - letters of the alphabet 
CI> Letter confusions n= name of the letter s ::: sound of the letter £ 
~ ale alu ile b/d/p cis y/u wly elk Fn s"'n n=s Total ElTOn 
1 no no no no no no es 3 none 5 
2 no no no no no 2 none 3 
3 no no no 2 
4 no no no 
5 no no no 
6 no no 
1 a(s)=e(s) no no no c(n)=k(n) no none 4 
8 no no no no no no no none 3 




10 no no no no 0 0 none 
11 no no no no x nOne 5 




13 no 2 x none 3 
0 0 none 5 
15 no x none 5 
16 no no x none 4 
11 no no 0 0 none I 
18 no no 0 0 none 2 
19 no no no 4 d, j,p,t none 4 
2 4 1 3 15 T=45 n=l; 69 












Error patterns include the following: 
II 79% of subjects gave the names of some letters when requested to give their 
sounds. Of the 45 errors made, 33% involved vowel sounds. Subjects each made 
between 1 and 6 errors of this type, with the letter x having the highest error rate 
(10 subjects). 
II 47% of subjects incorrectly identified the sound of the letter u as "00", as in the 
word moon. 42% of subjects are confused between the letters c and s. Of these, 
75% gave the sound of s when asked, "What is the sound ofthls letter" (the letter 
c). 
II 42% of subjects are confused between the letters i and e. Errors include 
identifying the sound of i as "ee", or as the sound of the letter e. The sound of the 
letter e was given as either the sound or name of i. 
II 37% of subjects are confused between the letters} andg. Of these, 43% identified 
the name of letter} as the name of the letter g. One subject identified the sound of 
} as "tch". 
II 26% of subjects are confused between the letters a and u. All these subjects gave 
the sound of letter u when asked to give the sound of letter a. 
II 21 % of subjects are confused between the letters d and b. Subject number 4 made 
five errors in this catego y, including rotation and reversal errors involving the 
letters p, d and b. 
II 21% of subjects are confused between the letters wand y. All the errors in this 
category involved incorrectly identifying the name of the letter w as the name of 
the letter y. 
II 21% of subjects are confused between the letters c and k. They all incorrectly 
identified the name of the letter c as the name of the letter k. 
III 16% of subjects are confused between the letters y and u. They incorrectly 
identified the name of the letter y as the name of the name of the letter u. 
Some subjects gave a whole word, or systematically went through the letters of the 












Table 7: Oraireadog errol' analysis -letters ofthe alphabet 
Errors 
'" t Addition of "uh" ... Verbalisations f IIOW1ld (wittlletter f Refusals f Notes 
1IOIIltds) 
1 ij=f(s) 1 none 0 none 0 h(s)=he 
2 none t+: 4 q (n)=? 1 3 leg "I(s);bed=b(s);omo =o(s); 0 xes) '" ? (even with/ox) 1 /ox=x(s);girl=g(s) 
4 uses alphabet to remember names of letters 0 none 0 x (8) =? 1 
RotationsfReversals:b(s)=p(s);b(n)=p(n) 
'd(n)=p(n);d(s)=b(s);p(s)=b(n) 
5 none 0 none 0 none 0 
6 none 0 W 1 none 0 
7 uses alphabet;said=s(s) 1 
v;m(s)=um; 
2 h(s)=? I 
w(s)=whe 
8 said "'s(s) 1 v 1 none 0 
9 uses alphabet for e(n); he =h(s)? 1 none 0 h(s)=?(even with he) 1 c(s)=ch;c(n)=ch; y(s)="loo";g(n)="ch" 
10 none ~ 0 h(s)=?'c(s)=? 2 
11 
man =m(s);hot =h(s)? ;jump =g(s)?;cat =c( 
1 
b(s)=?; h(s)=?(even with 
4 e(s)=o(n);u(s+n)="oo" 
=s; leg=l(s) hot); j(s)=?' q(s)=? 
12 cat =c(s)=s(n) 1 none 0 
names:b,g,hj,l,n,p,r,u,v; 
15 confused between letter names/sounds 
sounds:s,k,Q,w,y, 
13 none 0 none 0 
names:a,b,d,e,f,i,k,I,m,n,o,p,r , 
st,u VW, 
18 confused between letter names/sounds 
14 uses alphabet 0 none 0 none 0 h(s )="ur";x(s)=s(n) 
15 
uses alphabet;hat=h(s);cap =c(s);very slow 
2 none 0 names:j,u,v,w, 4 
in naming 
16 none 
o names:a,b,d,e,f,h,ij,k,l,mn,o,p 21 x(n)=z(n);y(s)="heh"; I ,g,r s,t,u v W iv(s)="fee";q(s)="kweh"'x(n)=z(n) 
17 none 0 none 0 




sun =(s)s;chicken =c(s+n);hot=h(s); 
4 none 0 
sounds:e,o,uj,l,q,t,v,w,x; 
21 confused between letter names/sounds 
Wednesday=y(s) names:a,i,c,d,f,k,l,m,p,r,w 
19 none 0 none 0 xes) I ly(s)=I(s) 
s= sound ofletter, n = name ofletter 21 n=5: 26% 9 n=14=74% 115 











this helped the subject to give the correct response. These 'verbalisations' were 
recorded in Table 7. Some subjects refused to attempt an answer, even when 
encouraged to try. These errors were recorded as 'refusals' in Table 7. The addition 
of the sound "00" or "eh" was sometimes made when identifying letter sounds. For 
example. "veh" and "100" were given for the sounds of the letters v and I. Patterns of 
errors recorded in Table 7 are summarised below: 
iii 47% of subjects responded by giving whole words when asked to identify the 
names or sounds of the letters of the alphabet. The letters, and some of these 
'verbalisations' accompanying the letters were: 'Omo' (o)~ 'chicken' (c); 
'Wednesday' (y); 'he' (h); 'jump' (g). 
iii 26% of subjects systematicany went through the letters of the alphabet until they 
came to the letter they were expected to identify. Of these, 60% also used whole 
word 'verbalisations'. 
II 26% of subjects added an "eh" or "00" sound when identifying the sounds of 
letters. Subjects made between one and four errors of this type; 80% pronounced 
the sound of v as "vuh" or "veh". 
II 74% of subjects refused to identify between one and an of the sounds or names 
presented. Of these subjects, 21 % thought of a word containing the letter in 
question,. but were unable to isolate the sound of the letter. For example, subject 9 
verbalised the word "he" when asked to give the sound of the letter h. Subject 3 
gave the word "fox", but was unable to isolate the sound of the letter x. Subject 11 
gave the word "hot", but could not identify the sound of the letter h. 
.. 37% of subjects gave between one and five responses that were considered 
particularly weak. For example, the sound of the letter h was pronounced as 
"hee", "ur", "hih"; the sound of the letter y was given as "100" and "heh". 












1.2 Oral reading of phonetically rt'gular words 
Results of this assessment arc given in Figs.:; and 4, and in Table 8. 
Fig. 3 
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The results of this test are summarised as follows: 
• The group as a whole scored 93'Y. for this assessment task. 
o Eight subjects made no errors, tlve made one error, Joor made two errors. The 
1ov.'Cst score was cleven (subject number 18, who had four errors). 
• All subjects read six words correctly. These words are: up, on, van. jug, six. yes. 
o The word read incorrectly by 21% of the group was rub. which was pronounced 
rob, rum. and roob (by two subjects). 
o Reading errors involved consonant substitutions, such as 'den' for len. 
o Four subjects read words incorrectly because of the addition of letters or words. 
For example. 'hand' for had, 'long' (two subjects) for log, 'ld/wl' for ld/. 
o 60% of words read incorrectly by the group were due to vowel errors. l'or 
example, 'car' for cui. '4Ife' for kil, 'leg' for log. 'wen' f r win, 'jum' for jam, 
'if'" for i(., 'wun' for win, 'kire' for cut. 
1.3 0 .... 1 n ... ding of words containing consonant digraphs 
This assessment tested the ability to read words containing the digraphs .I"h. "h, Ih, wh, qu 
and ng (Sec Figs. 5 and 6 and Table 9). 
Fig. 5 
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The results 01' this test are summarised as 1"lIows: 
• The group as a whole scored 723% I,n (his reading task. 
• One subjec( made no errors: lwo made one error each, live made lwo errors. The 
lowesl s<;"re was 3 (subiecl 16. wilh 9 errors). 
• All subjeds read the word long correctl)·. Words thal were read correctly by over 
SO% of the group were ."hip, when, wilh, Ihat, and sing. 
• Two subjects did particularly poorly in this test: SUbject 16 (9 emm,) and subject 3 
(7 errors). 
• Of the 63 words read incorrectly by the grollp, 67% of" errors involved the 
digraphs_ For example, the word thin was ""ad as ·tun·, 'Iin ', ·den '. 'theen' and 
·Ien·. rhe word ship wus read as '."Iip,-,' and '.<il'·; queen as ' keen', thi.' as 'di.<, 
'Jus', 'dees'. 
• 52''10 of words ""ad incorrectly involved vowel sounds. For example. the word 
queen was read us 'quoon '; chop as 'chop.:'. 
Fig. 6 
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Table 9: Oral reading error analysis - words containing consonant digraphs 
~ 
C/.) 
t'I ~ 51 -= Iii> £ ..... .... ~ .... ::J. ..... c::: C5" So i. :::r :::r :::r :::r :::.- III :::r t'I !' 3 1:1 Error analysis ~ .;' Iii> 5' ~ ..... III .... "CI :::r .... :::r (J'O ..... -liS :::r liS ~ N ...... 
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 slipe :sh=sl~ i(s)=i(n): tun :th=t i(s)=u(s); mosh: aC&=~s) 
2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 10 much :a(s)=u(s),sh=ch"dis :th=d 
3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 5 
Refusal; then :i(s)=e(s);will :e(s)=i(s), n=lI;muth: a(s)=u(s), sh=th;rishlrush: i 
i(s)=u(s),ch==sh;quoon :ee=u(n}; dus :th=d,i(s}=u(s) 
4 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 7 di".ltheen :th=d, i(s)=e(n);mass :sh==SS"dat :th=d;recklrike :i(s)=e(s)/i(n);dees :th=d i(s)=e(n) 
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1() .. n) 
6 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 wosh :m=w a(s)=o( s) 
7 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 10 shop :ch=sh" rish: ch=sh 
8 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 10 .•. : ch sh 
9 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 7 tin :th=t; went :-ith'-ent; mashe :a(s)'-a(n);rush:i (s)=u(s), ch==sh;pin: qu-=p, ee=i (s) 
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 
11 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 7 sip: sh=p;shop :ch=sh;den :th=d i(s)=e(s); rek :i(s)=e(s),ch=k;queue :qu=u(n)? 
12 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 shop:ch-sh 
13 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 shop :ch=sh" mush: a(s)=u(s) 
14 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 9 shop :ch=sh; much: a(s)=u(s);rejUsal 
IS 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 8 shop :ch=sh" then: i (s)=e(s); match :sh=tch; rish :ch=sh 
16 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 sip :sh=s; ten :th=t, i (s)=e(s);win :wh=w, e(s}=i(s); widJwhat :th=d/t,i (s)=o(s); mot :sh=t, a(s)=o(s); 
rush: ch==sh, i(s)=u(s); swag: guessing; quickly: guessing; thats :i(s)=a(s)+addition of s 
17 1 0 I 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 I 1 9 shop :ch=sh; rish: ch=sh" keen :qu=k 
18 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 8 chope:o(s}=o(n); then:i (s)=e(s);match :sh=tch; rishe :i (s)=i (n), ch=sh 
19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 I 9 crop: ch=c, addition ofr; tin :th=t" mass :sh=ss 












Table 10: Detailed error analysis - consonant digraphs. 
Identification of errors made in words that were misread by more than 50% of test subjects. 
CI.l 
chop g. ..... 
~ cll- -0- -p Error 
3 refusal 
7 0 1 1 shop 
11 0 1 1 shop_ 
12 0 1 1 shop 
13 0 1 1 shop 
14 0 1 1 shop 
15 0 1 1 shop 
16 0 1 0 mot 
17 0 1 1 shop 
18 1 0 1 chope 
19 0 1 1 crop 
1 9 9 
Ten subjects misread this word: 
Seven subjects:ch=sh 
One subject:ch=m 
One subject: ch=cr 
One subjecto(s)=o(n) 
One subject p=t 
CI.l 
mash = s. 
~ m- -a- -sh Error 
1 1 0 1 mosh 
2 1 0 0 much 
3 1 0 0 muth 
4 1 1 0 mass 
6 0 0 1 wosh 
8 1 1 0 match 
9 1 0 1 mashe 
13 1 0 1 mush 
14 1 0 0 much 
15 1 1 0 match 
16 1 0 0 mot 
18 1 1 0 match 
19 1 1 0 mass 
12 5 4 
Thirteen subjects misread this word: 
One subjectm=w (inversion of letter) 








&r r- -i- -ch Error 
3 1 1 0 rish 
4 1 0 0 reklrike 
5 1 o. 0 rush 
7 1 1 0 rish 
8 1 1 0 rish 
0 0 rush 
0 0 rek 
1 0 rish 
0 0 rush 
17 1 1 0 rish 
18 1 0 0 rishe 
11 5 0 
Eleven subjects misread this word: 













The words that were most frequently misread were: mash (68% of subjects), rich (58% of 
subjects) and chop (53 % of subjects). A detailed analysis of the errors made in the 
reading of these words indicates the following (see Table 10): 
Errors on the word mash: 
.. 61 % of subjects misread the word because of errors involving the vowel sound. 
Errors include: mosh, mush, mashe. 
III 38% of subjects confused the sound of sh with ch, as in match. 
III Other subjects identified the sound of sh as ss (mass), t (mot) or th (muth). 
III One subject inverted the letter m - (wosh). 
Errors on the word rich: 
III 82 % of subjects who misread the word did so due to confusion between the ch 
and sh digraphs: rish (5 subjects), rush (3 subjects), and rishe. 
.. 54 % of subjects who misread the word did so because of vowel errors. 
III 18% of these subjects pronounced the ch digraph as "/c', as in rek or rike. 
Errors on the word chop: 
III 700/6 of subjects who misread the word confused the ch and sh sounds. The most 
common response was the word 'shop' (7 subjects). 
III Other errors include the words 'chope' (vowel error), 'crop , (digraph error), and 
'mot' (substitution and consonant error). 
1.4 Oral reading of words containing initial blends (Figs. 7 and 8, Table 11) 
The results of this test are summarised as follows: 
III The group as a whole scored 76,4% for this reading task. Scores were higher on 
words containing two blends such as hr, sm, sk, than on words containing three 
blends, for example, str and spr. 












• The word misread by 58% of the subjects wa~ brag. Errors on this word include: 
confusion between the g andj sounds, sucb a\ 'hra/; vowel errors, such as 'brug', 
'brog', 'brig'; letter reversal errors, such as 'drGf;', 'drag'; addition of letters and 
vowel errors, such as 'brinJ: '; omission of letters and vowel errors, sueh a 'hiJ:'. 
Fig. 7 
Oral reading: knowledge of initial blends (group) 
INITIAL BLENDS 
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• 53% ofsubjccts in the group misread the words Sirap and sprat. The word strap 
was misread as 'stop'. ' strop'. 'siripe', 'spot', 'slap.' The word sprat was read as 
'srat' , 'shipped", '"pol', 'sped' , ·Slrai'. 
• Of the 94 reading en"Qrs made by the group, 47"/0 involved emlrS on vowel sounds. 
For example, trip was misread as 'slripe', 'Irape', 'Irap'. 'Irap'; the word smell as 
'smile'; the word plan as 'plane'; glad as 'g/od'. 
• Seven subject~ misread words because they added letters. For example, prod was 
misread as 'prond', 'sproo; brag as 'bring', trip as 'slripe'; clog as 'c/onk'; sled 
as 'siena; strap as 'SlUmp'. 
• Six subjects misread between one and ten words due to errors involving omission 
oflerters. For example, plan was misread as 'pane'; sprat as 'srat'; grim as 'gam'; 
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Oral reading: snbicct,' Io;no,," ledge or initial blends 
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1.5 Oral reading of ,,"ortis contllining final blends: 
Fig. 9 
Oral reading: knowledge o{final blends (group) 
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The results of this lesl are summarised as follows (see Figs_ 9 and 10, Tahle 12): 
• rn.. g(1llLP a~emge for this (ask was 80% 
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" The words help, jump and dog were read correctly by aU the subjects. 
" Lowest scores were obtained for the wordsjdt, benl, "'ink and bench, where the 
error rate was between 320/0 and 47%. The word belli was misread as 'bet' (4 
subjects), 'bell', 'den( and 'bend'. The word fell was misread as 'flct'. 'fight', 
'flat". 'belt". 'left' and 'nat~'. Errors on [he word "inA include 'sick' (2 snhjecls), 
'suck'. 'snake'. and 'mil', Errors On [he word hench include 'beach' (3 suhjects), 
'ba/w', 'benk', 'bunch', and 'drunch'_ 
" or the 45 words read incorrectly hy the group, 44% involved vowel errors, 31 "/0 
omission of letters, and 17% addition or letters. Other errors include guessing at 
words, such as 'bake' for bench, and seqncn~ing errors, such as 'deh' for des*. 
:flat' lor jell. 
" In this test, most vowel errors were made in words cOIltaining the letter e. 
Sometimes it was givcn a short u vowel sonnd as in 'druneh' and 'bunch' for 
bench, 'rust' lor resl (2 subjects), 'dusk' ood 'duck' lor desk, and ',,",,fck' for "inA. 
Sometimes it was pronounced as a short a vowel sound, as in ',,'Iund' lor send, or 
as long a vowel sound, as in 'flate' for fell. It was also given a long e vowel 
sound, as in 'beach' for bench (2 suhjects), or a long j vowel sound, as in 'file' for 
fell, 
Fig. 10 
Oral reading: subjects' "n .... ledge of final blends 
FINAL BLENDS 
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• Only three vowel errors involved the short i vowel sound: 'suck' for sink. 'Iusp' 
for h;p, 'snake' for .I'ink. 
• No error, were r<'Corded where the a and" ,hort vowel >\lunds were incorrectly 
pronounced, although the words may have been mi,read because of other errors. 
1.6 Oral n'llding of word. containing long and .hort vowd sounds (Sl'e Figs, II and 
12, Tabld3) 
Fig, 11 
Oral reading: knowledge of long and short vowels (group) 
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The results fur this test are summarised as follo,",s: 
• 50";' of words presented in thi, are CVCV words. where all the vowels have long 
vowel sounds. The group average for these words is 41 ~o. 
• 50"/. of words in this task are phonetically regular, eve words. as in task 1.2. The 
group average for these words is 75,4%. compared 10 93% for w,k 1.2. 
• The group average for this task is 58%. 
• No ,ubjecl >cored full marks. The number of errors for the 16 items presented 
ranged between 2 and 12 errors. 
• The lowest seore for the eve category of words is for the word lub, with an error 































'Ioob', 'lob' and '!ua. Examples or errors on other eve words are: 'hope' (3 
subjects), 'hap', '}wp' and 'hoop' for hop: 'ride' (4 subjects) and 'nu!' lor rid; 
'kite' and 'cat' lor cui; 'mut' and 'me( for mw; 'male' and 'meet' for met. 
• The lowest score lor eVey category of words is for the word ewe. None of the 
subject~ read this word correctly. 79"10 misread the word lUbe. The word rule was 
misread as 'cut" (II subjects). ·kite' (2 subjects). 'coot (2 subjects). 'CUller' , 
'cout', 'gaily' and 'cutty'. The word lUbe was misread as 'Iuh' (5 subjects), 
'roble' (4 subjects), 'ruebee' (2 ~ubject'), 'tabe·. 'tah' , 'lUbber' and 'Inlm'. 
• Lxamp[es of other errocs on words with long vowel sounds a~: mate read as 'mat' 
(4 subjects), 'meet", 'mite', 'met', 'matttl}", 'me.,·t', 'metly' and 'marly'; ride read 
as 'rid' (7 subjects), 'rode', 'nld', 'rced' (2 subjecL~) and 'rot': dome ~ad as 
'dam' (4 subjects), 'bam', 'dam' and ·don'. These errOl":> involve revel":>al of" the 
letter d. substitutions for the letter m, as well as emil"'> of the vo"el >OIlnd. The 
word meet was read as 'meeling', 'mer", 'mally' and 'matler', 
Fig, 12 
Oral reading: subjects' kn" ... ledge of long and short \'Owels 











1.70 .... 1 reading or.,ord. containing ,owel dig .... pb. (sec Figs. 13 and 14, Table 14) 
Fig. 13 
Oral reading; kno"ledgc ohowc\ digrapb. (group) 
VOWEL DIGRAPHS 
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The results of this test are summarised as follows: 
• The group average for this task was 57,4%. 
• Highest scores were obtained for the words joy and day (89"10). Joy was misread 
as 'juh·oy ' and jaw', day as 'buy' and' bay'. 
• ~O% of subjects read oil correctly. Emm; were ·oo/'. 'oilly ' , 'off-eel' , and 'oh" 
fift. 
• 63% of subjects read 'blow' correctly. Errors were 'blOllw' (2 subjects). ' bull", 
'bow', 'deline·. 'boa\" and 'dlow', 
• 58% of subjects read meat and cloud correctly. E!Tors tOr meal were 'mel" (4 
subjects), 'mut', 'mel-Ie', 'mailer'. and 'mile', E!Tors for cioudwere 'killed", 
'dna·ed '. ' clot! (2 subjecl» and 'e/oad" (3 ,ubject,). 
• 47% of subjects read join, head and pain correctly. E!Tors for join were jin' (2 
subjects), 'ji·on', 'jo·een ', johnny', jun', 'john', jeen', 'joan' and 'jen'. Error, 
for head """re ' hid' (4 whjec\», 'hill,l", 'had'. 'huh-ead ', 'hal ', 'hide ' and 'hard', 
Error> for pain were 'pen' (3 subjects), 'pin' (2 subjects), 'pine' (2 subjects), 
























• 42% of subjects read road andj/ow17 corroctly. Emlrs for road wer~ 'r",r (3 
slLbjects), 'red', 'rob'. 'drob', 'rolfWd', 'ride', 'roid', 'row-ad'and 'reed'. Errors 
for j/mvn were 'jIunt', :j/mver' (4 subjects), :j/ouwn' (2 subjects), :flomv..en', 
'j/ow-in' and 'flou,,"'. . . 
• 31% of slLbjects read loud correctly. Errors were 'Iood' (2 ~ubjects), 'Iod' (2 
slLbjects), 'load' (2 subjects), 'Iebb', '/oub', '/oid', 'lund', 'Iud' and 'lap'. 
• 32% of subjects presented with bid reversal emlrS. 
Fig. 14 
Oral readinl!; subjects' knowledge of I'ol'el digraphs 
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1.8 Oral reading or.'ord~ containing vowel-consonant digraphs (see- Figs. 15 and 16, 
Table 15) 
The results ofthis test are summarised as follows: 
• The gronp average for this (aSK was 43,8%. 
• The highest score was 83%, the lowest 1%. 
• All subjects read the word car correctly: 6&"10 of subjects misread the word harm, 
"hich contains the same digraph. 
• There was an error rate of89,5% for the words calm aud chalk; 84% for haul; 74% 
for/ern; 68% for turn: 58~o for dirt; 42% for horns; 37% for saw; 32% for light 
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• examples of errors on these words are: saw read as 'was', 'sway', 'souw' (3 
subjects), 'sa-wer' and 'show',' horn read as 'hem', 'han', 'hurn', 'hume', '/wm' 
and 'ha-rem', 
• Errors on the word chalk include: 'shake', 'shit-k', 'shulk', '<'hack' an<l 'chit-ken " 
Other errors include 'home' tor 'harm', fllle" and fimrty' for fern, 'hello' lor 
'/wu/, 'don '/' for dirt, 
Fig. 15 
Oral reading: knowk'dge of vowel_cons on aut digraphs 
VOWEL-CONSOl'iAl'iT DIGRAPHS 
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Fig. 16 
0,...1 reading: subieds' knowled:;:e orvowel-eonsonant digraphs 
VO'VEL-CONSONANT DIGRAPHS 












1.9 Results of the ESSI Reading and Spelling T~'Sts 
Nonns lOr the reading and speHing tests have been calculated in the lorm of stanines and 
percentile ranks. Norms for Grade 3 have been calculated at the second term level. The 
stanine scale is a normalized nine point standard scale that produces standard SCOreS 
ranging fonn I to 9 with a mean of 5 and a standard deviation of 1.96. According to the 
test manual accompan}ing the ESSltests. the stanincs may be grouped together to ohtain 
a fi'e-p<1int scale in descriptive terms. The percentile rank of a specific test SCOre is 
equal to the percentage of testees in the norm group who obtained a score equal to Or 
lower than that specific score. 
1.9.1 ESSI Reading Tests 
The rcsults of this test are summarised a~ follows (see Fig. 17 and Table 16): 
• The average stanine score for the Grade 1 readings test was 5.63. This score is 
described as 'average' for a learner in Grade 1. One subject scored a stanine of9 
every good'). five subjects scol"C'd slanines of 7 or 8 (,good'), J 1 subjects scol"C'd 
stanines of 4 - 6 ('average'), and two subjects scored smnines of 3 ('poor'). The 
average percentile rank was 65.6. 
Fig. 17 
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• The average stanine score for the Grade 2 reading test was 3.05. In descriptive 
terms. this is a 'poor' score for a learner in Grade 2. At this level of reading. the 
scores of six subj«ts fell within the 'average' range, eight within the 'poor' range 
and five within the 'very poor' range. The average pereentile rank was 29. 
• The average stanine score for Grade 3 (seeond term) was 2.1. At this level 01" 
reading, the seores of three subjects fell within the 'average' range, eight within 
the ·poor' range, and eight within the 'very poor' range. The average p~rcentile 
rank was 17. 
1.9,2 ESSI Spelling Tests 
The resulls "flhis leSI arc summarised as follows (see Fig. 18 and Table 16): 
Fig. 18 
Wrillen spelling: comparison ofsnbjects' ESSI sDflling scores for Grades 1-3 
ESSI Spelling 
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The average stanine score for the Grade I spelling lest was 5.15. This score is 
descrihed as 'average' for a I~arn~r in Grade I. Four subj~cts scor~d SIan ines of 7 or 
8 ('good'), 15 subjects scored stanines of 4 - 6 ('average'). The average percentile 
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• The average stanine >core for the Grade 2 spelling test was 2.7. In descriptive 
terms. this is a 'poor' score for a learner in Grade 2. At this level of spelling. the 
>cores of five subjects fell within the 'average' range. ten within the 'poor" range 
and four within the 'very poor' range. The average percentile rank was 24. 
• The average stanine score for Grade 3 (second term) was 2.7. At this level of 
spelling. the scart's of rom subj~'Cts fell within the 'average' mnge. thirteen within 
the 'poor' range. and two within the 'very poor' range. The average percentile 
rank was 21. 
1.9.3 Comparison of the ESSI Grade 3 rending nnd spelling scores 
At this level of spelling, the scores of79"10 of the subjects fell within the 'poor' or'very 
poor' range, as compared to 84% for reading scores within the some categories (see Fig. 
19). 
Fig, 19 
Comparison ofsnbjects' Grnde J (second term) ESSI reading and spelling 
performnnce 
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1.10 Results of the Burt Reading Test 
According to the test results, the mean EAS (Equivalent Age Score) for the group is 6.09-
7.03 (see Table 16). The average chronological age of the group is 9 years 6 months. The 
results indicate that in comparison with other children, they recognize and pronounce 
words at the level of children who are, on average, 2.5 to 3.5 years younger than they are. 
(The norms for this test were standardised for English speaking children.) 
1.11 Results of the silent reading comprehension test 
There are six questions in the test. Subjects were encouraged to answer in fun sentences, 
but were not penalised if they did not do so. The results of this assessment are 
summarised below (see Fig. 20 and Table 17): 
II The group average is 41,2%. 
II Nine subjects scored 50% or higher. One subject scored full marks. Five subjects 
scored nought; of these, two handed in blank forms. 
II The group did not attempt to answer 31 % of the questions. Twelve subjects did 
not attempt to answer the first question, 'Who plays soccer?' 
II Two subjects answered the questions using fun sentences and capital letters where 
appropriate. 
II Four subjects wrote answers that were incomprehensible, for example: 
'Bob he is said boll' 
'The boy is the team games'. 
II Three subjects wrote sentences that were copied from the passage but were 
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Silent readin1! comprehension test 
COMPREHENSION TEST 
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1.12 Results of the sentence dictation tusk (sight words) 
The sentences contain a total of 3lwords. One mark was gIven for words spelled 
correctly. The results for this task are summarised below (se~ Table 18a and Tahl~ 18b): 
• The group average for this task was 38,5%. 
• No subject could spell all the words correctly. No word was correctly spelled by 
all subjects in the group. 
• The lowest score was 160/0 (2 subjects); the highe;t M,5% (one suhject). 
• The words your, were and does were spelled incorrectly by all subjects. 
• The words axain, any, these, and doing were spelled incorrectly by eighteen 
subjects. 
• Other words incorrectly spelled (or omined) by nine or more subjccts include goes, 
was, where. some, of, rhere. wam, books. 
• Suhj~cts omined 15% of words contained in the sentences. In tlte sentence. 'Come 
and how some of your milk', 17 subjects omilled tbe words afyour. 
• Many spelling errors were predictable errors. such as doowing and do weng for 
dainx. mane for many, cny and enifor any; dus, das. da:: and dez for does; sum and 
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• [or does Examples nf errors involving the nmissinn n[ leUers include men, mill, 
omy ;md all fnr momy; sO for .<ome; a"en ;md gun for again, wal fur wanl, hook fnr 
hooh. I':xamp!es of errors involving the additiO!l of letters include don for do, 
Oth~r ~rrors involve the suh8titlltion and additiml nfwho\c wmds nr p"rm;~s, 81ICh 
as 10 the park for then.', 10 huve one o/for 0/ Oth~r errors involve tl'IC incorrect 
seq\lt:nciog of letters, such as mlik for milk. 
l, 13 ControUed free-OIi'riting task 
In this task, subjects were asked to write a sentence Ilhlstratill!\ what they thought was 
happening in each of six pictures The results of this task are s\\mmmi8ed as follows 
(see Tahle 19a and Table 19b)' 
• 630/0 nf >;ubjec(s at\t:mpled to describe what was happenmg in all SlX pictures. 
These responses ranged from well '-'OTistructed, grammatically corr~ct sentences, to 
n:>;POTlst)s of singl~ words de8cribmg lhe main action depicted tTl the pICture>;, 
• Fnrly-lhre~ sen\t:nces \-Hillen by the group (37 ,7'Y. ) were con>;idered ade'luale m 
that they contained a !'ubject and predicate, ewn if 8pl:lling, punctuation and 
concord errors had been made. The following sentCTl'-'CS c-O!lI'lT1Tl tn the syntactic 
rules of grammar: 
J·>kture 1. They ar~ ,<le~ping, The hoy is wading up; Ihis hoy IS sleepmg, They 
have to wek "p /0 golso school; ! wake up ill Ihe morning; The chIldren ar~ 
sleeping, 
Pictu~ 2: ! wuc/wp a/ sit 'oC/ock; liley are dressing; They ar~ pllMI? school 











Tablt 198 : C(lIltrQlIed free-writing task 
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, Bo)' '$ "admg up Gul and the Ilo) ~.e 
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Picture 3: The are brusing They teethe; I brush my teeth at (half) past six; they are 
drashing they tiths; She is brushing her teeth; The are brushing their thuth; I 
Brush my her whn I am going; I brash my thithe 
Picture 4: The are eating; I have brackfust at seven '0 clock; They are eating; the 
are eting food; the sister and a Brother is eating the food; She is eating her food; 
eatfour food befou you go to school; I go to eat at 70clock 
Picture 5: They are going to school; I go to school at eight 'oclock; they are going 
to the bus; the sister and a Brother is runing to the Bus; They are going to the bus; 
(35,9%) I went to the bus stop 
Picture 6: They are at school; I learn at school; they are going to school; the 
children is at the school; They go in the gate of the School; I mast goto school 
now. 
III The following are examples of sentences regarded as ungrammatical and 
sometimes meaningless: 
Picture 1: They are sleep; the sister and a Brother is sleep; Look This Choren 
was is Do in your Miss I will play; there a slipig; my mother a slpee 
Picture 2: They are wer They clother;Put on; He buton her shet; I am so sike I am 
vere cross to day my Choren; there a waring; I the Glenik 
Picture 3: was play in The class was not kwayt to day; there a brhshngtih; my boy 
I go to the school I the seters; brshefour teth 
Picture 4: woke in my class Room to day I am vere cross ato moro was; the bay 












Picture 5: rung for the bus; there a rang to koch a bus; I bas gow hoom the bey is 
noth gow to chool 
Picture 6: is he ye the bas t; go in 
2. Tests assessing phonological awareness: 
2.1 Diagnostic Dictation Test 
The results of this task are given in Table 20. The scores give some indication of the 
subject's ability to analyse words and to find some way of recording the sounds that are 
heard as letters. Alternatives of words are allowed provided the sound analysis is a useful 
one. Additions ofletters do not affect scoring. The results are summarised as follows: 
.. The average stanine scored by the group was 5. (The scores for the test have been 
normalised for children 6:0-7:3; the average age of the group is 9:5.) 
.. Seven subjects achieved stanines of 4 or lower. The lowest stanine scored was 3 
(two subjects). 
2.2 The Auditory BlmdiDg Test 
Raw scores ranged from 22-30 points (see Table 21). When converted to EG (equivalent 
grade) bands, all subjects performed at the Grade 3 level. 
2.3 The TAAS Auditory Analysis Test 
According to the test results, none of the subjects performed at the Grade 3 level (see 












Table 20; Hearing lind recording sounds in \\'ords - Clay's dictation task 
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average, (he children in the target group are performing at a level expected or a child 
midway through Grade I, 
2.4 Tbe PAT Test (Rhyming subtests: Discrimination and Production) 
The re~ults are ~ummarised as follows (setl Fig.21 and Tabltl 21): 
• Thtl mtlan AE (Age Equivalent) score~ fOT the disLTimination and production 
~ubttlsts were 5.1 and b (btlJow the te~t norms). The test has been nOl1T1alised for 
children 5:1-6:6:7. 
• Five subjects obtained thtl maximum scores possible for the discriminatiun test: the 
highest AE score in the rhyme production test was 5:2. 
A comparison urtbe subjeds' scurtls on the Roswell-Chall. TAAS and PAT tests is given 
in Fig.21 below. 
Fig. 21 
Comparison of subjects' scores on tbe Roswell-Chall. TMS and PAT tests 
• • 
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Table 21: PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS TESTS 
r;I> Roswell-Chall Audito 
~ Blendin Test· n Raw Score Equivalent ..., 
% r;I> (30) Grade 
1 26 87 3 
The Phonological Awareness Test (Robertson & Salter:1997) r;I> 
~ TAAS Auditory ~ 
fa Rhyming Subtest 
trl .n 
Raw Score o/c E 
..., 
Raw Score: Raw Score: r;I> % % r;I> (13) o· Discrimination AE Production AE Total IAE 
1 11 85 2 1 8 80 5,1 1 10 b 9 45 b 
2 28 93 3 2 5 38 1 2 10 100 a 1 10 b 11 55 b 
3 29 3 
6 28 93 3 
3 4 31 1 
~ 
1 10 b 9 45 b 
4 10 77 2 4 4 40 5,2 14HR 
5 10 77 2 5 8 5 50 b 13 b 
6 7 54 1 6 9 90 5,10 2 20 b 11 55 b 
7 28 93 3 7 10 77 2 7 8 80 5,1 3 30 b 11 55 b 
8 24 80 3 8 12 92 3 8 7 70 b 4 40 b 11 55 b 
9 30 100 3 
10 27 90 3 
11 22 73 3 
9 7 54 0 9 9 90 5,10 2 20 b 11 55 b 10 9 69 10 10 100 a 4 40 b 14 70 5,2 
11 1 8 k (-1) 11 9 90 5,10 0 0 b 9 45 b 
12 27 90 3 12 2 15 k (-1) 12 6 60 b 3 30 b 9 45 b 
13 28 93 3 13 12 92 3 13 10 100 a 2 20 b 12 60 b 
14 26 87 
15 28 93 
16 25 83 
17 22 73 3 
14 9 69 1 14 9 
m 
0 0 b 9 45 b 
15 5 38 1 15 7 0 m#+HH b 16 2 15 k (-1) 16 6 0 b 17 2 15 k (-1) 17 8 0 o 8 b 
18 30 100 3 18 10 77 2 18 10 100 a 2 20 b 12 60 b 
19 27 90 3 19 7 54 1 19 7 70 b 3 30 b 10 50 b 
Av 26.8 89.30 3.0 7.1 55 1.6 8.4 83.7 5.1 1.9 19 10.3 51.6 
00 











3. Statistical analysis of the data 
3.1 Interrelationships between the measures 
Cronbach's Alpha was used to assess the internal consistency of the tests (n=23). The 
value (r = .88) is high, indicating that the test battery as a whole is a reliable instrument. 
The tree clustering (dendrogram) method was used to aid visualisation of the similarities 
between the scores for the various literacy and phonological awareness test measures. 
The data was first standardised to offset the impact of using different scales (that is, 
where the total mark for each question differed). The Euclidean (and square Euclidean) 
distances were computed from raw data. 
A pictorial description of the hierarchical clustering shows which clusters are strongly or 
weakly joined. The difference between the clusters is proportional to the length of the 
horizontal lines projecting from each cluster (Statistica, 2006). Each cluster represents 
measures that are grouped together because of the characteristics they possess. All the 
variables within each cluster are inter-correlated with each other at a level determined by 
the smallest correlation coefficient in the cluster (Clustan Graphics, 2006). There is no 
statistical criterion for determining correlation cut-off points (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & 
Black. 1998). When the cut-off is set at 0.55, four clusters are observed (see Fig. 22). 
These are: 
II The largest cluster includes 12 measures involving digraphs, blends, ESSI Tests 
(spelling and reading) and Burt Reading Test. (These tests appear highly 
correlated, and may be composed of two, highly correlated nests of clusters). 
II The 'nearest neighbour' to the first cluster involves measures on the informal 
spelling test of sight words, oral reading of words containing long and short 
vowels, analysis of sounds in spoken words, and the T AAS tests. 
III A third cluster contains measures from oral reading of phonetically regular words, 












• The I()mlh clusler wnlains lhree meaSureS: Knowledge of alphahd names and 
smmds. and audilOr} hlcnding, 
There are no oh"ious 'oulliers' in the Tree Diagram. Outliers are al}pical data points lhat 
do not appear 10 I()llow the ~harocteristic distriilulion on lhe reSt ol'the data (Statistica. 
2006). 
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A correlation matrix (see Appendix 10) was used to examine patterns of intercorrelations 
between the twenty-three literacy and phonological awareness measures. If different 
tasks measure a common skill they should correlate highly (Muter et al., 1997). 
The highest correlations between phonological awareness measures are: 
II Auditory analysis (TAAS) and analysis of sounds in spoken words (.69,p < .01) 
II Auditory analysis (TAAS) and rhyme production (.57,p < .05). 
II Rhyming discrimination and analysis of sounds in words (.47,p < .01). 
The lowest correlations between phonological awareness measures are: 
II Rhyme production and rhyme discrimination (.09). 
II Auditory blending and rhyme discrimination (.20). 
Literacy development measures correlated as follows: 
II Significant correlations were found between fifteen literacy measures (see 
Appendix 10). Eight of the correlation values were between the .80 and .85 (p < 
.01) levels. 
III Significant correlations were found between knowledge of alphabet names, and 
analysis of sounds in spoken words (.48, p < 0.05), and between knowledge of 
alphabet sounds and analysis of sounds in spoken words (.52 p < 0.05). 
Literacy measures correlated with phonological awareness measures as follows: 
II The rhyme production measure correlated significantly with nine literacy 
measures. The highest correlation values were: ESSI Grade I Reading test (.61, 
p <.01) and oral reading ofVC digraphs (.58,p < .01). Other literacy measures 
that correlated with rhyme production at values between .46 and .53 (p < .05) 
were: Oral reading of consonant digraphs, oral reading of initial blends, oral 
reading of long and short vowels, oral reading of vowel digraphs, Burt Reading 












.. The rhyme discrimination measure correlated significantly with two literacy 
measures: ESSI Grade 3 Spelling (.55,p < .05) and the comprehension test (.48,p 
< .05). 
.. The auditory analysis test (TAAS) correlated significantly with seven literacy 
measures: Informal spelling test (sight words) (.70, p < .01); ESSI Grade 1 
Reading (.58p < 0.01); oral reading of vowel digraphs (.55,p < .05); ESSI Grade 
3 Spelling (.54 p < .05); Burt Reading test (.51 p < .05); and ESSI Grade 2 
Spelling and ESSI Grade 3 Reading (both .47 p < .05). 
3.2 Facility and discrimination indices 
The facility index is a measure of how difficult each test item was. It is the proportion of 
students who answered a particular item correctly. The lower the facility value (FV), the 
more difficult subjects found the item. Table 22 presents item facility and discrimination 
indices for the 23 measures used in the study. (Refer to Appendix 10 for the key to test 
numbering in Table 22.) 
Low facility index values: 
Item 16 ESSI Grade 3 Reading 0.17 
Item 23 Rhyme production 0.19 
Item 15 ESSI Grade 3 spelling 0.21 
Item 13 ESSI Grade 2 spelling 0.24 
Item 14 ESSI Grade 2 reading 0.29 
Item 18 Informal spelling test (sight words) 0.39 
Item 17 Comprehension test 0.37 
High facility index values: 
Item 3 Oral reading of phonetically regular words 
Item 20 Auditory blending 

















Oral reading final blends 
Oral reading alphabet names 
Table 22: Facility and discrimination values 
Overall 

















































The discrimination index for each measure indicates how well the test identifies the 
stronger subjects. Items with a discrimination value (DV) of above 0.3 are considered 
'good'; those between 0.2 and 0.3 are considered 'workable'; and a discrimination of 
below 0.2 is considered unacceptable (Coniam, 1998, p. 7). 




ESSI Grade 1 reading 
Oral reading of vowel digraphs 















Item 14 ESSI Grade 2 reading 0.49 
Item 5 Oral reading initial blends 0.41 
Item 17 Informal comprehension test 0.37 
Item 7 Oral reading vowel digraphs 0.36 
Item 16 ESSI Grade 3 Reading 0.34 
Item 4 Oral reading consonant digraphs 0.33 
Item 11 ESSI Grade 1 Spelling 0.32 
Item 9 Oral reading VC digraphs 0.31 
'Unacceptable' literacy measures: 
Item 3 Oral reading phonetically regular words 
'Good' phonological awareness measures: 
Item 21 Auditory Analysis (T AAS) 
'Unacceptable' phonological awareness measures: 
Item 20 Auditory blending 
Item 22 Rhyming discrimination 





Factors are constructs, or hypothetical entities that are assumed to underlie test measures. 
The variances extracted by the factors are called the eigenvalues. The exploratory factor 
loading patterns indicate that there may be five factors possibly underlying the 23 
variables (see Tables 23 and 24). These five factors account for 79.08 percent of the total 
variance extracted. However, in order to perform a fully valid factor analysis with 23 
variables, theoretically we would need a much larger sample of children in order to 
satisfy the statistical requirements of the analysis. Therefore all discussion, from here 












Eleven tests measuring literacy development are loaded on factor 1; six of these have 
magnitudes greater than 0.80. One of the phonological awareness tests, rhyme 
production, is loaded on factor 1 (0.55). Factor I accounts for 45.83 percent of the total 
test variance. 
The other four factors account for just over 33 percent of the total test variance. Table 24 
shows that: 
III Auditory blending (0.83), the comprehension test (0.67), and auditory analysis 
(0.55) are loaded on factor 2. 
III Knowledge of alphabet sounds (0.68), reading of phonetically regular words 
(0.82), and reading oflong and short vowels (0.72) are loaded on factor 3. 
III The tests of Alphabet letter sounds and Alphabet letter names are loaded on 
different factors. Knowledge ofletter names (0.84) is the only loading in factor 4. 
III Six tests load on factor 5: ESSI Grade 2 and 3 Spelling tests (0.68,0.73), informal 
spelling of sight words test (0.53), analysis of sounds in spoken words (0.55), 
auditory analysis, TAAS (0.52), and rhyming discrimination (0.74). The literacy 
measures that load on this factor are all spelling tests. 
Table 23: Factor analysis: Eigenvalues 
Eigenvalues 
Tests 
Extraction: Principal components 
Eigenvalue % Total Cumulative Cumulative 
variance Eigenvalue % 
1 10.54 45.83 10.54 45.83 
2 2.44 10.61 12.89 56.44 
3 2.14 9.31 15.12 65.75 
4 1.64 7.15 16.77 72.90 












Table 24: Factor matrix 
Factor Loadings (Varimax nonnalized) 
Extraction: Principal components 
Variable (Marked loadings are > .500000) 
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 
1 2 3 4 5 
Oral reading: Alphabet names 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.84 0.18 
Oral reading: Alphabet sounds -0.11 0.41 0.68 -0.14 0.27 
Oral reading: Phon. regular words 0.19 -0.26 0.82 0.24 -0.08 
Oral reading: Consonant digraphs 0.82 0.14 0.00 0.42 0.06 
Oral reading: Initial blends 0.74 0.14 0.15 0.39 0.11 
Oral reading: Final blends 0.77 -0.14 -0.14 0.29 0.30 
Oral reading: Long/short vowels 0.41 0.01 0.72 -0.13 0.24 
Oral reading: Vowel digraphs 0.84 0.18 0.12 0.11 0.16 
Oral reading: V -C digraphs 0.84 -0.03 0.18 0.20 0.09 
Burt Readings Test: raw scores 0.84 0.09 0.23 -0.19 0.21 
Grade 1 Spelling 0.59 -0.01 -0.01 -0.22 0.50 
Grade 1 Reading 0.86 0.30 0.10 0.05 0.26 
Grade 2 Spelling 0.53 -0.16 0.37 -0.05 0.68 
Grade 2 Reading 0.88 0.08 0.20 -0.15 0.14 
Grade 3 Spelling 0.41 0.10 0.34 0.12 0.73 
Grade 3 Reading 0.73 -0.05 0.15 -0.34 0.49 
Informal comprehension test 0.37 0.67 -0.31 0.14 0.21 
Infonnal spelling test - sight words 0.42 0.25 0.38 0.29 0.53 
Analysis of sounds in spoken words 0.16 0.37 0.38 0.48 0.55 
Roswell-Chall Auditory Blending -0.02 0.83 0.07 -0.02 0.01 
TAAS Auditory Analysis 0.33 0.55 0.14 0.10 0.52 
Rhyming Discrimination 0.00 0.21 -0.24 0.33 0.74 
Rhyming Production 0.52 0.35 0.40 0.28 -0.04 
3.4 Analysis of subject performance 
The tree clustering (dendrogram) method was used to aid visualisation of the 
similarities between perfonnances on the various literacy and phonological awareness 
test measures. The data was first standardised to offset the impact of using different 
scales (that is, where the total mark for each question differed). The Euclidean (and 
square Euclidean) distances were computed from raw data. When the cut-off is set at 
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Table 25: Subject performance (Cluster averages on the 23 measures) 
Cluster no: 1 2 3 4 
1,3,4,5, 
6,7,9, 
Cluster members 11, 14, 12 2 8, 10, 13 
15,16, 
17, 18, 19 
Oral reading Alphabet 80.0 48.0 96.0 76.0 names 
Oral reading Alphabet 
64.0 48.0 68.0 80.0 sounds 
Oral reading I 
Phonetically regular 91.0 100.0 
words 
I 100.0 97.8 
Oral reading 66.7 91.7 83.3 88.9 Consonant digraphs 
Oral reading Initial 
69.4 100.0 95.2 95.2 blends 
Oral reading Final 73.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 blends 
Oral reading 52.2 62.5 87.5 75.0 Long/short vowels 
Oral reading Vowel 48.8 75.0 83.3 86.1 digraphs 
.. Oral reading V-C 35.7 83.3 50.0 69.4 
f digraphs 
0 Burt Reading Test raw Co) 28.9 39.0 31 43.3 .. scores 
I» 
Q Grade 1 Spelling 53.5 40.0 89.0 87.3 t! 
I» Grade 1 Reading 54.9 96.0 96.0 95.0 
~ Grade 2 Spelling 12.8 11.0 I 77.0 65.7 
Grade 2 Reading 15.7 77.0 40.0 71.3 
Grade 3 Spelling 16.9 11.0 40.0 40.0 
Grade 3 Reading 7.9 23.0 23.0 53.3 
rmal silent reading 36.9 50.0 50.0 55.6 prehension test 
Informal spelling test- 34.6 29.0 45.2 58.1 sight words 
Analysis of sounds in 73.7 54.1 I 70.3 96.4 spoken words 
Roswell-ChaD 89.3 90.0 93.3 87.8 Auditory Blending 
.. 
T AAS Auditory 52.2 15.4 38.5 84.6 Analysis 
Rhyming 82.9 60.0 100.0 90.0 
~ Discrimination 












II The largest duster includes 14 subjects. Four 'pairs' of students appear to have 
responded to the measures in similar ways: 1/5, 3/11, 9/15, 6/7. 
II The second cluster contains subject 12, who is the 'nearest neighbour' to the first 
cluster. 
II The third cluster contains subject 2. 
II The fourth cluster contains three subjects: 8,10 and 13. 
Subjects 2 and 12 could be considered 'outliers' in the Tree Diagram. Outliers are 
atypical data points that do not appear to follow the characteristic distribution on the 















In Chapter Three, a detailed analysis of each child's reading and spelling profile was 
given, as wen as overall perfonnance levels of the group as a whole. To avoid repetition, 
examples of errors will be repeated only where necessary in order to offer an explanation 
as to why these errors occur. For ease of reference, reading, spelling and phonological 
awareness perfonnances will be discussed separately. This win be followed by a general 
discussion, based on the findings of this study, of the relationship between literacy and 
phonological awareness skills. The discussion will overlap at times, because, as Snowling 
(1985, p. 81) reports, "to the extent that accurate spelling relies upon information derived 
through reading, spelling is dependent upon it". Similar views are held by Templeton 
(1992, p. 455), who notes that "spelling knowledge ... supports reading, writing, 
vocabulary study. and connections across the curriculum". 
2. Tests assessing literacy development 
2.1 Knowledge oftbe names and sounds ofletten of the alphabet 
An analysis of the responses reveals patterns of errors. These involve general confusion 
between the following letter names and their sounds: y and u; g and}; c and s; c and k; p, 
d and b; wand y. More than half the subjects could not give the sounds of the letters c, q, 













Based on these results, it is evident that the children in this study have an incomplete 
knowledge of sound-symbol relationships. Goswami (1998, p. 79) notes that "in the 
research on phonological awareness there is an unstated assumption that some level of 
phonological awareness combined with alphabet knowledge is necessary for children to 
learn to decode". According to some authors, children generally master letter recognition 
in kindergarten, if not before (Aro et al., 1999; Stahl andMc Kenna, 2000). 
A possible explanation as to why nearly half the subjects pronounce (and write) the short 
vowel u as an "00" sound is linked to the fact that languages differ in their phonemic 
repertoire (Schulpen, Dijkstra, Schriefers, & Hasper ,2003). The u vowel in Xhosa is 
pronounced "00", as in the English word rule. For example, the word kushushu is 
pronounced "koo-shoo-shoo" (Kirsch & Skorge, p. 219). As Schulpen et al. note, errors 
in this category clearly demonstrate the important implications of the differences that 
exist between languages in this regard. 
Confusions between the letters c and s, and between g and j, are also fairly predictable. 
English is "orthographically nontransparent", which means that letters can represent more 
than one phoneme, and phonemes can be represented by more than one letter (Goswami, 
1998, p. 43). For example, in the words cents and gentlemen, the c has a "s" sound, and 
the g a "j" sound. Similar findings are reported by Siegel (1998, p. 148), who notes that 
poor readers have particular difficulty with "the s pronunciation of c, and the j 
pronunciation of g". A other explanation of the confusion between the letters c and s, 
and one perhaps more appropriate for this particular group of children, is that the name of 
the letter s, pronounces "ess", or its sound "ss", sounds similar to the name of the letter c, 
pronounced "see". These letters share the same phoneme, which may cause the learners 
to perceive them as identical (especially as nearly 80% of them confuse letter names and 
sounds). 
Different strategies were used by the learners to aid recall of letter names and sounds. 
These include the verbalisation of whole words beginning with the target letter, such as 












in sequence, until the letter in question was reached. These strategies were used with 
varying degrees of success. Subject 18 verbalised the word chicken in order to recall the 
letter c, and Wednesday in order to recall the letter y. Subject 11 verbalised the word 
jump in order to remember the sound of the letter g. Subject 1 was able to recall the 
sound of the letter /by saying the word if, but was unable to use the same strategy when 
trying to remember the sound of h by saying he. Six other subjects were also unable to 
give the sound of the letter h when asked to do so. An explanation for this problem is 
offered by Stainthorp and Hughes (1999, p. 6), who report that the /hi sound "is just the 
voiceless counterpart of the vowel sound that follows it". These authors conclude that it 
is easy to understand why the sound of this letter is not easy to hear. 
Four subjects (4, 6, 8, and 17) confused the letters fbi d1. Subject 4 confused three letters, 
Idlb/p/, which involved rotation as well as reversal errors (see Table 6). While subject 8 
made no further errors involving the letters b and d, the other three did. An error analysis 
of later tests indicated that this confusion resulted in both reading and spelling mistakes. 
SUbject 4 read drop for road, and wrote dook for books~ subject 6 read brop for drop, 
loub for loud, and wrote drashing for brushing; subject 17 read drug for brag, dress for 
bless, dlow for blow, and wrote park/or bike. Bryant & Bradley (1985, p. 24), argue that 
the direction of letters and words is not a serious problem, and that comparisons between 
poor and normal readers of the same age "show no difference in the proportion of 
'reversal' errors that the two groups of children make." 
Although the other subjects did not confuse the letters fbldlpl when presented in isolation, 
seven of the children made between one and six errors when asked to read, or to spell, 
words containing these letters. Subject 1 read dent for bent, drunch for bench; subject 2 
read drag for brag; subject 3 read sad for snap; dress for bless, leb for loud, by for day, 
rub for road, and wrote buse for does; subject 9 read define for blow, and wrote brink for 
drink, brving for driving; subject 15 read tud for tub; subject 16 read bom for dome, lap 
for loud, bay for day, belt for dirt; and subject 19 wrote pake for bike. Many of these 












rate. This conclusion is supported by Goswami (2002) and Pumfrey (1991), who note 
that vocabulary development contributes to, and determines, progress in learning to read. 
2.2 Reading 
The discussion below is based on the results of the ESSI and Burt Reading Tests, reading 
of words containing letter blends, digraphs, long and short vowels, and answers to the 
comprehension task. 
According to the results of the two standardised reading tests, the subjects in this study 
are considered 'poor' to 'very poor readers'. Although two subjects managed to obtain 
stanines of 5 in the Grade 3 ESSI Reading Test, their scores in the Burt Reading Test fell 
between eighteen to thirty months below their expected age levels. The correlation 
between these two tests is high (r = .82 p. < 0.01). 
Although reading of phonetically regular words was fairly accurate (93% group 
accuracy), over half the errors involved confusion between vowel sounds, substitution 
errors (e.g. den for 'ten') and addition errors (e.g. hand for 'had'). Snowting (1985, p. 
92) suggests that it is unreasonable to expect a young child to have knowledge of the 
"seemingly arbitrary way" vowels in English are represented. She argues that up to the 
age of about 9 years, it is common for children to make mistakes and to 'mistranscribe' a 
vowel without necessarily having segmentation or phonological 'deficits'. 
Goswami (1998) suggests that vowel pronunciation plays a role in analogising, that it, 
the ability to 'transfer' the sound of one word to another with the same sound. Onset-
rime awareness (see Chapter One) enables children to use the words they know and have 
stored in memory, to help them read unknown words. 
The words 'dogs', 'log', 'frog', and 'clog' were among the words subjects in the present 













blends), responses were analysed to find out if the children were able to decode words by 
analogy using the rime og or ogs. All nineteen subjects read 'dogs' and 'frog' correctly. 
Thirteen subjects read 'log' correctly. Errors on this word were leg (subject 3); long/lonk 
(subject 14); and long (subject 19). Thirteen subjects also read 'clog' correctly. Errors 
were clo} (subject 1); clk (subject 3); clonk (subject 14); and cloag (subject 16). 
These errors indicate that knowledge of the words 'dogs' and 'frog' did not help these six 
children read the other two words which also contained the rime og. 
To confirm the above finding, responses to similar groups of words were analysed. The 
words 'stop', 'chop', 'hop', 'crop', and 'drop', contain the rime op. Eighteen subjects 
read 'stop' correctly. (Subject 2 read the word as spot, a transposition error involving 
poor auditory and visual sequencing). After controlling for onset errors, seven children 
were unable to transfer the sound of the rime op to other words. Goswami (1998. p. 47) 
notes that "rimes are functionally important units for young readers of English". This 
statement appears to be valid for young isiXhosa learners who are learning to read 
English. 
Words that share a rime (peak-beak) are easier to read by analogy than words that share 
only part of the rime (peak-beam), Goswami (1998). Subjects in the present study appear 
to have problems reading both categories of words. Seven subjects were unable to 
transfer their knowledge of the rime oud in 'loud' and 'cloud', reading only one of the 
two words correctly (none of the errors involved the onsets I and cf). All nineteen 
subjects read the word • car' correctly but thirteen of them were unable to transfer the 
sound of the digraph ar to the word 'harm'. 
Goswami (1998) notes that children between the ages of 5 and 7 make a significant 
number of analogies between shared initial consonant clusters that correspond to onsets 
(trip-trim), but do not use analogies between shared final consonant clusters (desk-risk). 
The children in the present study, who are much older, appear to be using analogies 
involving both initial and final consonant clusters in their reading. Fourteen subjects read 












correctly. Only ten subjects, however, were able to transfer their knowledge of the ng 
sound when writing the word 'doing' (see Table 15b). The link between analogies and 
spelling is discussed in a later section. 
Short vowels are generally represented by single letters, and long vowels by multiple 
letters (either digraphs or a silent e). For this reason, short vowels are encoded more 
simply than long vowels (Seigel, 1998; Stahl and McKenna, 2000). In the present study, 
children performed poorly on words with more complex orthographic encoding, such as 
silent e words and words containing digraphs. Arnold (1990). notes that some children 
use the strategy of applying phonics to the first phoneme only This is evident in many of 
the reading errors recorded in Chapter Three, such as the word 'join' being read as 
"johnny", "jeen" or "joan". 
Results of the silent reading comprehension task indicated that less than half the learners 
understood the passage. The five subjects who scored nought for the task are functioning 
at what Pretorius (2002, p 92) refers to as the "frustration level", where children are 
reading with less than 90% decoding accuracy and 60% or less comprehension. Snow 
(1998, p.15) argues that "there is a point in the child's growth when we expect 'real 
reading' to start ... children are expected, without help, to read unfamiliar texts, relying on 
the print and drawing meaning from it". It appears that for many of the children in this 
study, 'real reading' has not yet begun. 
All but two of the subjects were unable to answer the questions in full sentences. These 
results suggest that the focus of reading lessons in the classroom may be on 'decoding' 
printed information with little attention paid to the meaning of what is read. According to 
Prinsloo (2005, p.13), "if children ... encounter literacy without also developing the 
resources to make and take particular meaning from the activities of reading and writing, 












2.3 Spelling and written work 
This discussion is based on the results of the ESSI Spelling Tests, and written answers 
from the comprehension, sentence dictation and free-writing tasks. According to the 
results of the Grade 3 ESSI Spelling Test, four children are considered to be 'average' 
spellers at this level~ the rest are considered 'poor' or 'very poor' spellers. 
According to Fulk and Stormont-Spurgin (1995, p. 488), spelling is a more difficult task 
than reading, because it "requires production of an exact sequence of letters, offers no 
contextual clues, and requires greater numbers of grapheme-to-phoneme decisions". 
According to Snowling (1985, p. 34), "any child who cannot say a word correctly will 
have difficulty segmenting it at phonemic level". An investigation of the subjects' 
spelling skills in this study suggests that their limited experience with the sound system 
of the English language affects their orthographic representation. 
An error analysis of the children's written work indicates that most of them are using 
vowels (either correctly or incorrectly), in words they write. According to Stahl and 
McKenna (2000, p.8), this indicates that a "full analysis" of the word is being attempted. 
Vowels were omitted.in these words: brvmg (riding); wht (what), whn (when)~ wh (were), 
fst (fast); wd (where), and blk (bike). 
Although vowels were generally represented, a characteristic deficiency in the group's 
receptive phonology appears to be poor auditory discrimination of individual vowel 
sounds. These results are not surprising as vowels are less phonologically accessible than 
consonants, and are difficult to discriminate (Snowling, 1985; Stahl & McKenna, 2000). 
Goswami (1991) reports that vowels are the most difficult letters to pronounce in words, 
and that children misread vowels more frequently than consonants. Goswami (1998, p. 
54) notes that "the most consistent links between the English spelling system and the 
sounds of spoken language occur at the level of the rime". The rime unit of a word 
corresponds to the vowel plus any following consonants. Pronunciation of single vowels 
is very variable, but when the vowel and final consonants are considered a unit (such as-












Goswami (1998, p. 45) indicates that nearly 500 primary grade words are derived from a 
set of just 37 rimes. 
Determining where word boundaries fall is considered a problem for non-native listeners 
(Field, 2003). Examples of errors indicating that the subjects had difficulties segmenting 
connected speech were: brhshngtih (brushing teeth), manitime (many times),!oolstot (fast 
on it), wackup (wake up), gotso (go to) and hwant (he want). Segmentation of sounds 
within words was also generally weak and many of the subjects present with a profile of 
poor auditory processing skills for individual words. Errors of this type include mlik 
(milk), choren (children), hand (had), rum (rub), lonk (long), and slipe (ship). 
Olson and Caramazza (2004, p.398), categorise spelling errors according to whether "the 
erroneous spelling could be pronounced in the same way as the stimulus (phonological 
plausible vs. implausible errors), and whether the error resulted in an orthographically 
legal or illegal sequence of letters". When this method of analysis is applied to the 
present study, many of the spelling errors are 'phonologically plausible', for example, 
naht for night, and gowing for going, because the errors can be pronounced like the target 
words. Lerner (1981, p. 343) refers to these types of error as 'phonic-equivalent errors'. 
Gowing is also considered 'orthographically legal' , as the sequence of letters -owing is an 
existing onset, as seen in the word blOWing. Words like naht, however, are 
'orthographically illegal' because the sequence of letters aht is not a possible word-
medial onset. Subject 17 wrote slpee for sleeping. This would be considered 
'phonologically implausible' and 'orthographically illegal' ('sip' is not a possible word-
initial onset). Further errors in this category are: blk for bike (subject 18) and bucsk for 
bike (subject 1). Olson and Caramazza (2004, p.387) point out that "many constraints on 
sequences, in fact, are identical in the orthography and the phonology". This implies that, 
at the time of spelling these particular words, the children were unable to access either 
phonological awareness skills (auditory analysis, in particular), or knowledge of common 












Many learners left blank spaces on their answer sheets. Moseley (1990) notes that 
difficulties with spelling are manifest both:in what is written. and for fear of error, what is 
not written. Goulandris and Snowl:ing (1995) suggest that children who have inadequate 
phonic skills at their disposal to help them read unfamiliar words are unlikely to attempt 
reading or spelling words they are not sure of. 
Results of the controlled free writing test :indicate that many of the subjects have a limited 
vocabulary :in English, and were unable to express their thoughts :in writing. 
3. Tests assessing pbonological awareness 
This discussion is based on the results of the Clay's Diagnostic Dictation Test, Roswell-
Chall's Auditory Blending Test, the TAAS Auditory Analysis Test and the PAT 
Rhyming Subtests. 
Scores on the Auditory Blending Test indicate that the subjects scored at the Grade 3 
level. Only two of the subjects scored at the Grade 3 level :in the T AAS Auditory 
Analysis test. Four of them scored at kindergarten levels. According to Rack and 
Snowling (1985), it is not easy to pinpo:int precisely the reasons for any child's failure :in 
segmentation tasks. These authors suggest that difficulties with input phonology 
(perception), output phonology (production) or phonological memory could cause 
children to score poorly on segmentation tests (Rack & Snowl:ing. 1985, p, 33). 
Only five children :in the study were able to discriminate between pairs of words that did, 
or did not rhyme. The rest of the group obtained scores that were at, or below the AE 
(Age Equivalent) norm of 5 years, 10 months. Even fewer of them were able to produce 
words that rhymed with stimulus words. Many of the learners did not appear to 
understand the concept 'rhyme' or 'rhyming'. and it was necessary to give more than one 
stimulus example. Most of them were unable to produce rhyming words even when 












bat, as suggested in the Test Manual for this subtest. Playful encouragement "to just say 
anything that sounds the same", elicited no more than one or two responses from the 
subjects. 
Goswami (2002, p. 2) argues that "the ability to recognise syllables, onsets and rimes 
precedes learning a particular spelling system" (her emphases). If, as Goswami (2000, p. 
1) argues, "phonological awareness is a consequence of vocabulary development", then it 
must be concluded that many of the reading and spelling problems experienced by these 
learners are a direct result of simply not being able to speak English well enough to 
organise the spoken lexicon in terms of the intra-syllabic units of onset and rime. 
Children who have experience with rhyme are better at them (Bryant & Bradley, 1985). 
Casey and Sheran (2004) agree, noting that current research suggests that while many 
children develop these skills without explicit instruction, others need repeated exposure 
to related activities in order to do so. 
4. Relationship between literacy skills and phonological awareness 
The subjects in this study scored well below expected levels in all but one of the 
phonological awareness measures. These findings prompt an important question. To 
what extent are difficulties in rhyme detection and production, and auditory analysis of 
sounds in spoken words, a result of the subjects' lack of experience with words in the 
English language? According to de Klerk (2003), the vast majority of Xhosa learners do 
not have easy access to native English speaker norms or input during their early 
acquisition of English, because of the legacy of apartheid. According to Snow (1998, 
p.15) reading is a "complex developmental challenge .. .intertwined with many other 
developmental accomplishments: attention, memory, language, and motivation" (Snow, 
1998, p. 15). Olson and Caramazza (2004, p. 509) reviewed thirty-eight spelling studies 












phonological awareness, visual and motor processes, and/or inefficient study strategies"_ 
All these factors appear to play some part in the poor spelling abilities of the subjects in 
this study_ 
Based on the reading and spelling assessments of the subjects in this study, it is suggested 
that a number of them present with profound learning difficulties that may, or may not 
be, related to having to learn in a second language, or with difficulties in phonological 
awareness skills. This conclusion is based on the 1999 definition of dyslexia proposed by 
the British Psychological Society: "Dyslexia is evident when fluent and accurate word 
identification (reading) and I or spelling does not develop or does so very incompletely or 
with great difficulty" (Cline, 2000, p. 88). Cline suggests that when children make slow 
progress in learning to read and write in a second language it is often assumed that they 
simply have a language problem, and that if they knew the target language better, they 
would find it easier to read. While this is often true, "there is a risk that learning 
difficulties associated with dyslexia will sometimes be overlooked" (Cline, 2000, p. 81). 
The present study suggests that many of the difficulties experienced by this particular 
group of children have been 'overlooked' for this very reason. 
5. Statistical analyses of the data 
Correlation coefficients and factor loadings were used to examine the relationships 
between the different test meaSures used in this study. Simple correlation coefficients on 
their own are not convincing evidence of a strong connection and should be treated with 
caution. It is quite possible that two correlated variables could both be determined by 
differences in some other factor, such as LQ (Goswami, 1998; Pumfrey, 1991). 
The results of the present study indicate that there are many significant intercorrelations 
between literacy skills and phonological awareness measures (see Appendix 10 and 
Fig.22). Knowledge of the names of letters of the alphabet is significantly correlated 












letters is also significantly correlated with the analysis of sound in spoken words, but at a 
higher level (.52 p. < 0.05). Cluster analysis of the data indicates that knowledge of both 
names and sounds of the letters of the alphabet, as wen as auditory blending skills are 
necessary for decoding even phonetically regular words. Rhyme discrimination is also 
closely linked to the ability to read phonetically regular words. The ability to do wen in 
spelling and reading tasks at the Grade 3 (second tenn) level is associated with rhyme 
production, knowledge of digraphs, sight words, and the ability to analyse sounds in 
spoken words. It is acknowledged that there might be cross-linguistic differences 
between Xhosa and English with regard to rhymes and that it is possible that Xhosa 
children may perfonn poorly on the PAT rhyming subtests, especially production, 
because they are not familiar with this type of phonological activity in their own 
language. 
The facility index (Table 22) indicates that the learners found five of the twenty-three 
tests relatively easy to do. These were the reading of phonetically regular words, 
auditory blending, rhyme discrimination, oral reading of final blends, and knowledge of 
alphabet names. They found the ESSI Grade 3 test the most difficult, followed by rhyme 
production, ESSI Grade 2 spelling and reading tests, spelling of sight words, and the 
comprehension test. 
The discrimination index (see Table 22) indicates that of all the literacy tests presented, 
the Grade 1 reading test was the most efficient at identifying which subjects were 
'strongest' (those subjects who achieved the highest scores on the test battery). This was 
followed by the test on vowel digraphs, and the ESSI Grade 2 spelling and reading tests. 
Reading of phonetically regular words had a low discrimination index as most children 
were able to read the words. 
The auditory analysis (TAAS) measure was one of the most efficient in the test battery of 
twenty-three measures, and the only phonological awareness measure that was able to 












and delete phonemes in words, and is significantly correlated with eight other test 
measures. 
Factor loading patterns indicate that there are five factors, or constructs, underlying the 
test measures (see Tables 23 and 24). The Bmt reading test, five of the ESS! reading and 
spelling tests, as well as five infonnal tests measuring knowledge of blends and digraphs, 
aU have loadings on factor I (which accounts for nearly 46 percent of the total test 
variance). These criterion-referenced, or content-referenced tests were included in the 
test battery because they were assumed to measure 'levels of reading and spelling 
development' . The construct that explains the underlying unity or common factor 
variance of this factor springs from the notion of 'master learning', described by 
Kerlinger (1986, p. 465) as, "the mastery by the individual of defined instructional and 
learning goals and the assessment of pupil attainment of the goals". What is of particular 
significance to the present study, is that one of the phonological awareness measures, 
rhyme production, is also loaded on factor 1, signifying the interrelationship between 
phonics and phonemic awareness. 
Two phonological awareness measures, auditory analysis (TAAS), and auditory blending, 
are loaded on Factor 2, together with the comprehension test. 'Silent reading' and the 
ability to comprehend written words is related at some level to a child's ability to 
'decode' sounds internally, without the benefit of hearing the words spoken aloud. 
Knowledge of alphabet sounds, the reading of phonetically regular words and the reading 
of words containing long and short vowels, are loaded on Factor 3. These measures 
represent the simplest and most basic connections between phonemes and graphemes. 
This factor represents the cognitive and psychological 'springboard' from which any 
further literacy development can be made. The results of this study indicate that the 
emergent literacy theory approach is an inappropriate model of literacy development for 
this group of isiXhosa learners. Children whose literacy skills 'emerge' in 'whole 
language' and print rich environments can happily bypass this stage. Others, especially 












careful 'scaffolding' teaching approach in order to help them understand the processes 
involved in reading and writing. Scaffolding theory, as first introduced by Bruner, 
integrates interactionist and cultural views of child development and focuses on how 
children construct knowledge rather than, in Piagetian terms, "merely assimilating or 
intemalising it from the environment or culture" (Bruner 2001, p. 52). 
Knowledge of alphabet letter names is the only measure loaded on Factor 4. If the sound 
of a consonant is heard in a word, it is always a consequence of its position next to a 
vowel, as in the words 'before', 'cedar', and 'delay'. Familiarity with the sounds of the 
names of these letters and their graphic representations are important for literacy 
development. 
The ESSI Grades 2 and 3 spellings tests, knowledge of sight words, analysis of sounds in 
spoken words, and auditory analysis (T AAS), and rhyming discrimination are loaded on 
Factor 5. Visual memory of sight words, and the ability to delete and segment phonemes 
in words, contribute towards 'good spelling'. None of the measures used to test reading 
development loaded on this factor. The construct underlying this factor is therefore 
related to 'written output' and the phonological awareness measures needed to spell well. 
Fig. 23 and Table 25 show that the weakest group of learners, (Cluster 1), scored the 
lowest marks in twelve of the literacy measures, in spite of having a higher average than 
two other groups in knowledge of letter names. This supports the conclusion that 
knowledge of letter names is 'necessary but not sufficient' for literacy development. 
Learners in Cluster 1 scored over 40% lower that the other groups in both the Grade I 
ESSI reading and spelling tests. These results give some indication of the 'backlog' in 
literacy development that is present among these learners. The learners in Cluster 4 
scored 12% - 32% higher than the other groups in their knowledge of letter sounds. 













6. Limitations of the present research 
The findings of this study should be interpreted with caution. The limited number of 
subjects makes generalisations difficult. The class teacher reported that none of the 
children had obvious hearing or visual problems. Given the particular nature of this 
study, the hearing of each child should have been tested, preferable with a pure tone 
hearing screening test with a criterion of 20dB at the octave frequencies from 250Hz to 
4000Hz, as was used in the Nadler -Nir (1997) study. This was not done in the present 
study because of the cost factors involved. 
Many questions remained unanswered as to why some children performed better than 
others. Factors that could have been investigated are quality of teaching. method of 
literacy instruction, parental reading habits, availability of books in the home, levels of 
English language proficiency of parents and siblings, op ortunities for English language 
use, and attitudes of the children towards learning through the medium of English. 
7. Implications for future research 
The results of this study have significant implications for teachers of pre-school and 
primary school isiXhosa learners who are performing below expected grade levels in 
English reading and spelling. In order for isiXhosa learners to map sounds to letters and 
letters to sounds, they need to become aware of the phonemic structure of English. This 
implies that teachers themselves should be aware of the sound structure of words. This is 
not easy to do, as a study by Stainthorp (2003) shows. Stainthorp's study is discussed in 
some detail, as it has important implications for the any future research based on the 
findings of the present study. 
Stainthorp (2003, p. 1) reports that, as a requirement of the National Literacy Strategy, all 












structure of words. If children are to receive reading and spelling instruction that 
includes knowledge of phonemes, it is essential that teachers themselves have this 
explicit awareness in order to teach about phonemes effectively. Stainthorp notes that a 
recent study has indicated that the "average well-educated graduate is neither expert nor 
confident about the sound structure of words" (p.3). The graduate students were tested 
for their knowledge of syllable counting (How many syllables in elephant?); rhyme 
matching, pairing words that started with the same words, phoneme counting (How many 
sounds in teach?), and their ability to specify phonemes in a word (What is the second 
sound in queen?). Group performance on phoneme counting (mean correct score 23%) 
indicated that the graduate students were not explicitly aware of the phonemic structure 
of words. As Stainthorp (p. 6) notes, "it is easy to get confused by the complexities of the 
English language, such as cat having three phonemes while fox has four". (The!ksl 
ending of socks is perceived as two phonemes, as is the !ksl ending offox".) 
It would be beneficial to both isiXhosa teachers and learners if a study, similar to 
Stainthorp's (2003) study, could be carried out in South Africa. This study highlights 
some difficulties isiXhosa learners have with particular literacy and phonological 
awareness skills. Future research could focus on the development of teacher 
programmes, similar to those implemented by Stainthorp, which take these specific 
difficulties into account, and the differences in the phonemic repertoires of the Xhosa and 
English languages. As Templeton (1992, p.455) suggests, "learners need not be confused 
- provided that we, their teachers, are not confused". 
8. Conclusions 
Many of the children in this study were unable to read and write in English much beyond 
Grade 1 levels. It appears that they are required to become literate in a language they do 
not fully understand; and are being taught by teachers who do not understand or speak 
isiXhosa. According to MacDonald (2001: p. 74), children who have to learn in a new 












express their own ideas and creativity; they cannot meet the intellectual demands of 
school, fail year after year. and may eventually drop out of school. 
Webb (2002, p. 186) notes that in order to use a language effectively for learning 
purposes, a "rather high-level proficiency" in that language is required. The general 
inadequacy of the English proficiency of learners in this study makes it doubtful whether 
they are capable of all the skills covered in the specific outcomes (SO) proposed in the 
language, literacy and communication learning area of the National Curriculum. 
Statement One of these outcomes deals with the aim of preparing learners to use English 
as a language for thinking and reasoning. 
The results of this study suggest that phonics and phonological awareness are closely 
interrelated. This has important implications for teaching children English. Goswam.i, 
(1998) states that: 
What we have been calling 'phonological awareness' may indeed be something 
akin to the process oflearning letter-sound relations and using them to decode 
words. At least the distinction between phonological awareness and phonics may 
be finer than many think. (p. 85) 
Similar views are held by Stahl and McKenna (2000) and Templeton (1992) who note 
that a spelling system should serve a phonetic as well as a semantic function. and that 
children should be taught to recognise meaningful units such as prefixes, suffixes, and 
word roots. These authors propose that phonological awareness be broken down into 
awareness of specific consonants, vowels, consonant blends, and so on, and that precise 
teaching sequences, using phonological awareness training, be used to support learning of 
these letter-sound relations. 
A spelling instruction study by Darch and Simpson (1990) indicates that students benefit 
by being taught explicit rule-based strategies. An example of spelling rules that could to 
be taught to the isiXhosa learners in the present study are the rules for dropping the final 
e in a word, (hopelhopmg); and writing -ck after a short vowel sound (back, lock, brick) 












learners to focus on the linguistic characteristics of words. Griffith and Olson (1992, p. 
521) suggest the use of 'Elkonin boxes' as a strategy to help children "think about the 
order of sounds in spoken words". Mather and Healey (1984) suggest ways of helping 
children who often persist in making reversal errors in reading and writing. Research has 
shown that training in phonemic awareness improves children's reading and spelling 
abilities (Cunningham, 1990; Nadler-Nir, 1997; Pijper, 2003). 
Le Grange and Reddy (1998) argue that the primary role of teachers is to provide 
effective teaching and to ensure that quality learning occurs in the classroom. According 
to an outcomes-based education system, specific learning outcomes state clearly what the 
learner should be able to demonstrate at the end of a learning process. Continuous 
assessment procedures need to be incorporated into classroom practices in order to ensure 
that learning is taking place. Teachers need to identify words that children use most often 
when writing, particularly those words commonly misspelled by them. High frequency 
writing words should be studied on a daily basis, particularly in the early grades. 
Mistakes should be corrected as soon as possible, before wrong spelling of a word 
becomes a habit. 
Teachers in this particular school, and in many others where a 'straight-te-English' policy 
has been adopted, face many problems that are difficult to overcome. While 
acknowledging these difficulties, it is important not to overlook the vital role that 
teachers play in children's literacy development. If schools are going to follow this 
model of language teaching, urgent attention must be given to the implementation of 
carefully structured and tested phonics and phonological awareness programmes for those 
learners who have limited experience with the sound system of English and an 
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Appendix I: Test of letter knowledge, phonetically regular words, 









































































































































Appendix 2: ESSI Reading and Spelling Tests 
READING WORDS 
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 
1. us 1. look 1. blue 
2. she 2. Jump 2. uncle 
3. box 3. swun 3. minute 
4. with 4. lunch 4. village 
5. toys 5. money 5. hbrary 
6. soft 6. because 6. listen 
7. catch 7. carpet 7. caught 
8. time 8. ladder 8. straight 
9. window 9. kite 9. sausage 
10. garden 10. picnic 10. enough 
11. present 11. towel ll. kidney 
12. friend 12. nOise 12. garage 
13. first 13. study 13. guess 
14. kitchen 14. breath 14. ocean 
15. knee 15. tune 15. wrench 
16. huge 16. huge 16. nuisance 
17. creature 17. lounge 
18. courage 18. unusual 
19. especially 19. choruses 












Appendix 2: ESSI Reading and Spelling Tests 
SPELLING WORDS 
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 
1. on 1. hunt 1. frog 
2. is 2. drum 2. game 
3. cat 3. ship 3. wife 
4. sun 4. door 4. rain 
5. sad 5. stick 5. lion 
6. jump 6. apple 6. knife 
7. flag 7. mouth 7. fun 
8. shop 8. fork 8. pocket 
9. dish 9. bread 9. true 
10. egg 10. table 10. wrong 
II. king 11. sound 11. dirty 
12. chick 12. belt 12. because 
13. ink 13. plate 13. clothes 
14. npe 14. rang 14. hockey 
15. flute 15. please 15. wheel 
16. beside 16. heavy 
17. nail 17. pictures 
18. neat 18. cement 
19. puzzle 19. mirror 


















Appendix 3: Burt Word Reading Test 
(New Zealand Revision) 
up for big 
one my sun 
boys day some 
























































































Appendix 4: Comprehension Task 
Name 
'Soccer 
SOb plays soccer. 
He' ha~ played for two years. 
Bob is on a team. 
There are eleven players on the team. 
The te.om prac.tices on Tuesdays. 
They play games on Thursdays. 
I. Who plays soccer? 
2. How long has he pla ed? 
3. What is Bob on? 
l+. How many players are on the team? 
5. When does the team practice? 





























Appendix 6: Clay's diagnostic dictation test 
(Hearing sounds in words) 






.h a ve a b I d 0 I a t h 0 m c 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 
T 0 d ay a m I 0 i n g' t 0 t a Ie. e h m 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
t 0 s ch2,S!1. 
34 35 36 37 
M u m h a s 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
She w i 
19 20 21 22 23 
b r e ill d. 
34 35 36 31 
c: a n 
234 
bOil t 
12 13 14 




w I 1 
!..h ill t 
15 16 17 
h II V e 
29 30 31 
b u 5 
3 4 5 




16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
I e t on . 
. j3 34 3S 36 37 
The b2...l i 5 
I 2 3 4 S 6 
H e c: II n g 
I 0 n e u p t 0 L!!e 
7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 
I e t m i I lit ill n d 









9 10 II 
II r e 
20 21 
rid e 
33 34 35 
c: 0 m 
8 I) 10 II 
e r e 
Ion g 









23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
r i d n I h I 5 
7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 





16 11 18 
m e 
31 32 
k e . 
17 18 
n i t 












1. book. look yes 
2. fun. run yes 
3. ring. rat no 
4. box • mess no 
5. fish. dish yes 






Appendix 7: PAT Rhyming subtests 
(Discrimination and Production) 
"I'm going to say two words and ask you If they rhyme. U&ten carefully. 
00 these words rhyme? fan. man" (y8S) 
Stimulus: "00 these worda rhyme? __ ...:..' • ___ " 
Score Item Response Score 
1 0 6. mop.hop yes 1 
1 0 1. shoe. fan no ,1 
1 0 a. sweater. better yes 1 
1 0 9. camper • hamper y8S 1 
1 0 10. pudding. table no 1 
TOTAL 
""m going to say a word and I want you to tell me a word that rhymes 
with It. You can make up a word If you want to. Tell me a word that 
rhymes with bat .. (rat, hat, sat,/at, etc.) 
Note: Nonsense rhyming words are acceptable. 






Score Item Response Score 
1 0 6. kite 1 0 
1 0 1. bee 1 0 
1 0 a. paper 1 0 
1 0 •. 9. shower 1 0 













SAMPLE WORDS: s - ing, t - Op, 8 - i- t 
Part I Part II 
1. a - t 11. 5t - ep 
2. n- 0 12. f - at 
3. i - f 13. pl- ay 
4. u - P 14. b - oat 
5. s - ay 15. ch - ain 
6. m-y 16. b - ed 
7. b - e 17. c - ake 
8. t - 00 18. r - an 
9. c - ow 19. t - ime 
10. h - e 20. c - all 
Number Correct Number Correct 
Part 1 __ _ PartII __ _ 
Comments _________________ _ 
PartW 
21. c - a - t 
22. b-i-g 
23. c - u - ff 
24. 5 - a - d 
25. g - 0 - t 
26. m - a - p 
27. r - u - g 
28. d - e - 5k 
29. t - oa - 8t 
30. P - e - t 
Number Correct 
PartIII __ _ 
Total Raw Score __________ _ 
(total number correct for part I + II + III) 
Adequate Blending 0 
Inadequate Blending 0 
(check one) 











Appendix 9: TAAS Auditory Analysis Test 
TAAS 
Test of Auditory Analysis Skills (Jerome Rosner, 1915) 
NUM ________________________________ __ 
Ap(yn.) (mos.) __ 
Gnde ___ _ &Nd ____________________ __ 
ExamiMdby _____ _ Datemtat _______ _ 
Score.l..for each c.2rrect rmpo& 
Record all responses. 





2. Say PICNIC 
3. Sa CUCUMBER 
4. Say COAT 
S. Say MEAT 
6. Say TAKE 
7. Say GAME 
8. Say WROTE 
9. ay PLEA E 
10. Say CLAP 
II. Say PLAY 
12. Say STALE 
13. Sa SMACK 
TAAS SCORES: grade levels (circle placement) 
l-k 4-1 (subA) IO-2(subB) 12-3 (Std1) 
2 - k 5 - 1 11 - 2 13 - 3 
3-k 6-1 
7 - 1 
8 - I 

































2 4 6 !I 10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 ('I) Q... 
til -. 




~ a ~ 
('I) ~ til (") 
1.00 0 
0.11 1.00 ~ 
t!!.. 
.62(·0) .46(0) 1.00 a -. . 71(··) 0.36 .75("") 1.00 g 
.51(00) .54(") .17(") .76(00) 1.00 til 
.46(0) 0.31 .6,<0.) 0.41 .6,<·0) 1.00 r:::r 
.~.) .5lI(") .14("") .76(") .~) .~") 1.00 ~ 
.51(°") .6,<00) •• IfII(0O) .62(00) .61(·') .~.) 00) 1.00 ('I) 
.67(0') .48(0) .72(0.) .110(00) .8,<00) .48(*) .110(") .62(00) 1.00 B -.46(0) .64(*0) .47") .46(*) . 49(0) .'1(*) .6'<"") .82(00) .51(*0) 1.00 . -.59*°) .'2(0) .1fII(0") .63(0.) .82(0") .13(*.) .72(00) .17(") .12(0.) .70(0.) 1.00 ~ 
0.36 0.02 .46(*) 0.21 0.27 0.22 .1fII(0.) 0 •• US US 0.23 J.OO .Q 
.S,<O) 0.43 .60(*0) .IfII(OO) .57(") 0.37 .~") .66(00) .52(0) .64(00) .50(0) 0.32 1.00 til 
0.33 0.31 0.35 0.40 0.35 0.1. 0.42 0.45 0.29 .65("0) 0.31 0.36 .113(**) [ -.0.06 0.03 O.GII .0.03 .0.02 0.06 0.25 .0.01 O.ll us .0.03 0.44 0.20 til 
0.211 0.33 .S5(") 0.3S .SW) 0.44 .S8(00) .47(0) 0.35 .54(0) .47(0) 0.41 .70("") ! 
0.37 O.OS 0.07 D •• 0.04 0.11 0.29 0.39 0.06 .55(0) 0.1. ,41(*) 0.39 Q... 
0.21 .52(0) .51(") .51(*") .49(*) 0.22 .61(") 0.36 .46(*) 0.43 G.36 0.26 .47") -g. 
•• Correlation is si 'ficant at the O.oI lewl (2-tsiled) g 
g. 
1 Oral reading alphabet names 6 Oral reading final blends 12 Grade I ESSI Reading 18 Spelling - sight words 0 (JQ 
2 Oral reading alphabet sounds 7 Oral reading long aDd short vowels 13 Grade 2 ESSI Spelling 19 Arudysis of sounds in words -. (") 
3 Oral reading phonetically regular words 8 Oral reading vowel digraphs 14 Grade 2 ESSI Reading 20 Auditory blending e:.. 
4 Oral reading consonant digraphs 9 Oral reading vowel consonant digraphs 15 Grade 3 ESSI Spelling 21 T AAS Auditory Analysis 
5 Oral reading initial blends 10 Burt Reading Test (raw scores) 16 Grade 3 ESSI Reading 22 Rhyming: Discrimination 
II Grade I ESSI Spelling 17 Comprehension 23 Rhyming: Production 
...... 
w 
0\ 
